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FOREWORD
The Environmental Education Association of Illinois (EEAI)
owes a huge thank you to the incredible group of
organizations and individuals that gave countless hours to
this project. When we began in spring of 2020 we didn’t
know exactly what we were setting out to create, and the
goals and outcomes changed several times throughout the
process. The support of so many collaborators made this
possible. Together, we have created a living document. As
our organization continues to learn, develop new
partnerships, and gain insight from new audiences, the
content provided here will change and adapt. We look
forward to keeping this guide relevant and insightful for
current and future educators. Please accept this as an open
invitation to get involved, provide feedback, and share your
thoughts for improvement.
 
You may notice we have not included a land
acknowledgement for the state of Illinois. While indigenous
organizations were invited to participate in this project, at
the time this work began, the Environmental Education
Association of Illinois did not have any established
relationships with those organizations. EEAI has more
listening, learning and relationship-building to do to better
understand indigenous perspectives, acknowledge their
experiences, and honor their contributions. It is our hope
that we will learn to amplify indigenous voices in non-
performative and authentic ways.
 
In several areas of the EL4IL you will find “Justice, Equity,
Diversity, Inclusion and Accessibility Reflections”. EEAI
contracted with a group of educators of color to review the
document. These sections were written by that group as
direct reflections on that content. These perspectives may
make some readers uncomfortable, but they are important
insights that challenge the dominant culture to examine its
“standards” and “norms”. It is past time to step back and
listen to educators who for so long have not had the
freedom to lead.
 
Many organizations were a part of this project at different
points throughout the past two years. Due to extenuating
circumstances, some have had to withdraw or minimize
their involvement. We recognize that some very key
leaders in education and environmental issues are not yet
involved. We hope as this project moves forward the list of
contributors and supporting organizations will continue to
grow.
 
Abbie Enlund                    Tina Dawson Scott    
EEAI Executive Director   EEAI Board of Directors President               
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INTRODUCTION AND EL4IL
OVERVIEW

Equitable environmental literacy is grounded in an understanding that everyone has a right to
environmental education and a healthy and just environment, and those that have been
historically excluded from and disproportionately impacted by the dominant culture are at
the forefront of equity and justice. EL4IL aims to expound on the idea of environmental
literacy and outline a multitude of resources, approaches, and examples for how
communities, educators, and individuals can work together to create environmental
education opportunities that foster the advancement of environmental literacy. Goals have
been set to guide the development of environmental literacy throughout the state, but the
exact methods for achieving those goals will look different for each educator, organization,
and community.
 
Advancing environmental literacy can lead to many positive environmental outcomes. It can
improve sustainability, build community resilience to climate change, as well as other
environmental concerns, and create more equitable access to the outdoors and to high-
quality environmental education programming. The authors hope that by creating this guide,
leaders throughout the state can gain confidence and access to resources on how to
implement programming that will lead to increased environmental literacy.

The EL4IL does not touch on every aspect of environmental education program development
or implementation. It provides guidance on key areas of significance while remaining flexible
for educators to build out specific programs and implementation strategies based on their
needs. Some of these strategies and ideas may not be possible for every environmental
education program in Illinois, but the information is provided to increase educator
understanding and build capacity for the field.
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The mission of the Environmental Literacy for Illinois (EL4IL) is to advance
environmental literacy to create a more just, equitable and sustainable future for
all residents of Illinois.

EL4IL Mission



EL4IL CONTENT AREA GOALS1.
Some of the goals listed below will be accomplished within the body of this
text and some will continue to be worked out by project partners through
ongoing efforts. To gain access to additional information and opportunities, be
sure to stay connected to the Environmental Education Association of Illinois
and the EL4IL website.

1. Provide all Illinois residents with a clear understanding of what environmental 
    literacy means and the importance to our communities of advancing  
    environmental literacy.

2. Provide foundational knowledge and understanding on important terms and 
    concepts dealing with racial equity, environmental justice, and accessibility 
    and how those issues relate to advancing environmental education.

3. Provide Illinois educators with training and resources to build knowledge of 
    effective programming on climate change, including an understanding of
    environmental justice and climate justice issues.

4. Provide clear guidance on approaches to building partnerships between   
    organizations, educators, and communities to enable the sharing of 
    resources, knowledge and abilities throughout Illinois.

5. Ensure EL4IL and efforts to advance environmental literacy in Illinois center 
    around equity and inclusion.

6. Provide educators, organizations and communities with the resources and 
    knowledge needed to effectively evaluate their own success in the 
    implementation of environmental education and the progress of learners.

7. Provide a list of resources, organizations, and institutions available to assist 
    in advancing environmental literacy.

8. Showcase Illinois based environmental education stories that demonstrate 
    the varying strategies the varying strategies for advancing environmental 
    literacy.
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2. HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
In order to advance environmental literacy, it is essential that practitioners, educators,
and supporters of this work all have a foundational understanding of certain concepts,
terms and information. This guide, EL4IL, is one way to assist the environmental
education field in Illinois in obtaining that common language. Educators who have been
in the field for decades, along with students and practitioners just getting started in the
field, can benefit from the information shared within EL4IL as well as the subsequent
training and resources that accompany this program. Continued professional
development for practitioners and educators is essential to maintaining high quality and
equitable programing. The EL4IL is one more tool that practitioners can add to their
professional development toolbox to improve their skills and programs. 

3. HOW THIS GUIDE WAS DEVELOPED
In 2019, the Environmental Education Association of Illinois (EEAI), with partner
organizations Chicago Wilderness, the Field Museum, and Illinois Environmental
Protection Agency, set out to rethink and rewrite the Illinois Statewide Environmental
Literacy Plan. With funding from the Pisces Foundation, the original plan was to host an
Environmental Education Leaders Summit in the spring of 2020 for intense learning
around justice, diversity, equity, and inclusion in the field of environmental education in
Illinois, this would be followed by two days of strategic planning and development of
the new statewide environmental literacy plan. The desire to center equity issues in this
process was deemed as essential because of a lack of focus on these issues in the
past and a need for change within the field on a large scale. When the pandemic hit in
March of 2020, this plan had to be reevaluated.

In August of 2020, a three-day virtual summit brought together representatives in
environmental education from more than 40 organizations from around the state to kick
off the EL4IL Project. These partners participated in justice, equity, diversity, and
inclusion (JEDI) workshops facilitated by Cream City Conservation Consulting. These
workshops provided the foundational work in understanding bias, systemic racism, and
historical systems of oppression. While this training did not include a focus on
accessibility, this form of exclusion within environmental education and outdoor
recreation was determined to be of equal importance and was added to the focus of
this project later.
 
Following this training, the EL4IL Project partners held eight focus group sessions, open
to all of these same environmental education leaders, to gain feedback on the previous
Illinois environmental literacy plan (EL4IL 2010) and think about how to advance
environmental literacy in a more equitable way. Wide geographic and demographic
representation was achieved at these sessions which resulted in a set of conclusions
about what would need to be included within the new EL4IL. Some of the main
takeaways from these focus group sessions identified the following needs:



1. A clear definition of environmental literacy

2. Resources and explanations for how to increase environmental literacy in a wide   
    variety of communities that vary in size, location, demographics and socio-economic
    status

3. The inclusion of a wider range of environmental issues and guidance on how to 
    provide effective programming on those topics

4. A greater focus on justice, equity, diversity, inclusion, and accessibility as they 
    pertain to advancing environmental literacy in Illinois

5. A clear plan for promotion of the revised EL4IL

6. The involvement of a wide range of voices in the writing process, review of the 
    document and promotion of the final EL4IL

With these six main takeaways, partners determined that the revised EL4IL should be a
guiding document that presents the essential elements needed to achieve
environmental literacy and possible steps to get there. This guide is specific in what
environmental literacy entails, but more open-ended on how schools, communities and
individuals can achieve it. The hope for the 2021 EL4IL is that it can be picked up by any
educator, administrator, organization or community member and serve as a reference in
increasing environmental literacy in Illinois.

In November 2020, a writing committee was established to work on the drafting of the
EL4IL Framework. The committee again had wide geographical representation with
individuals from a range of areas within the field of environmental education. A first draft
was developed, feedback from the whole group gathered, and then a smaller writing
committee convened to address the necessary edits. Then in early 2021, an additional
review committee was established that would focus specifically on reviewing the EL4IL
Framework in regard to justice, equity, diversity, inclusion, and accessibility. The
recommendations and edits from these two small groups were combined to develop a
second draft that was then released to the public for review.
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4. EL4IL HISTORY
The development of Illinois’ statewide environmental literacy plan began in 1995 under
the direction of the Illinois State Board of Education. In 1999, the Illinois Environmental
Education Advancement Consortium and the Environmental Education Association of
Illinois took the lead on revising and re-releasing the plan. Another updated revision was
released in 2005. Then in 2010, a collaborative effort from the Illinois State Board of
Education, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency and Illinois Department of Natural
Resources led to another full revision that included a larger focus on non-formal
implementation of environmental education. A full history of these documents is
provided in Appendix B. To view each of the previous versions of the EL4IL please visit
the EEAI Website.

https://www.eeai.net/el4il.html
https://www.eeai.net/el4il.html


Contact
Click the Learn More Tab to go to the Entice Website.
The IDNR DOE also provides educational resources trunks and packs, grants, posters
and other publications as well as a Web site full of natural resources information and
images.

FURTHER LEARNING

Experience ENTICE! ENTICE is a program of the Illinois Department of Natural
Resources’ Division of Education (IDNR DOE) that provides natural resources
training for educators through hands-on, interdisciplinary workshops led by natural
resources professionals and educators. The program involves participants in
experiences that promote effective stewardship of Illinois' natural resources now
and in the future. Workshops are offered on a variety of topics and are presented
throughout the state. These classes supply educators with easy-to-use natural
resources educational materials and activities that are correlated to the Next
Generation Science Standards, Common Core Learning Standards and/or Illinois
Early Learning and Development Standards, as appropriate. Professional
Development Hours from the Illinois State Board of Education are available to
teachers for all ENTICE workshops. Experience ENTICE!

Environment and Nature Training Institute for
Conservation Education (ENTICE)

LEARN
MORE
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https://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/education/Pages/default.aspx
https://naaee.org/our-work/programs/guidelines-excellence
https://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/education/Pages/entice.aspx
https://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/education/Pages/entice.aspx
http://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/education/Pages/entice


CHAPTER 1
ENVIRONMENTAL
LITERACY

 1.What is environmental literacy? A definition for Illinois.

the understanding of our environment
(who and what surrounds us)
the building of relationships between
the human and non-human
the ability to see that everything is
interrelated; one aspect of the natural
world 
influences and is influenced by other
aspects of the natural world 
understanding that humans are part of
the natural world--not over it

Environmental literacy is

Environmental literacy is important so
that we might better understand what
systemic impacts, as well as individual
and communal endeavors, have on the
health of the environment and ourselves.

Equitable environmental literacy can
begin with our individual cultures,
identities, abilities, interests, and our
own connection to the environment and
can be based on our lived experiences.
Understanding that everyone has a right
to high-quality environmental education
and a healthy and just environment is the
foundation on which equitable
environmental literacy must be built.

Environmental literacy continues to be
cultivated through diverse experiences,
different forms of media, scientific
investigation, indigenous ways of
knowing, and social-ecological systems
thinking, among other interdisciplinary
fields of study. By being environmentally
literate, we build awareness,
appreciation, and love for the natural
world. We look closely at the roots of
environmental injustice, environmental
degradation, and the systems that cause
these issues to persist. We understand
the role we play in environmental and
community issues and take responsible
individual and civic action. We
understand that taking direct action or
advocating for policy changes within our
communities can improve the health of
the environment and people. Civic
engagement towards an environmentally
just world requires the expertise and
tools to make informed decisions and
take responsible action; a knowledge of
diverse environmental concepts and
issues; a disposition towards improving
the wellbeing of other individuals,
societies, and the global environment
(Hollweg et al., 2011, pp. 15–16); and
willingness to act to improve the
environment.
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JUSTICE, EQUITY, DIVERSITY, INCLUSION, AND
ACCESSIBILITY (JEDIA) REFLECTION:

A stated goal of EL4IL is to include a clear definition of environmental
literacy. While this can be beneficial, an inclusive approach allows people
to co-define environmental literacy, broadens the definition, and ensures
the definition is not narrow nor progressive. Environmental literacy alone

doesn't improve any conditions, disparities, structural racism, or policy, etc.
The overarching goal of environmental literacy is increasing awareness,

naming the nexus between behavior and impact, so people will make
informed decisions concerning the environment. So, inherently an

understanding of the role of dominant cultural narratives, environmental
racism across issues, and other intersectionality (the study of intersections

between forms or systems of oppression, domination or discrimination)
lenses is vital to strive for environmental justice. In addition, the idea of

binary thinking of either being illiterate (and assuming that is the norm) or
literate (assuming a particular abled and civically engaged identity) is not

inclusive. Finally, the idea of individual behavior changes (which is often the
burden of those who did not cause the environmental injustices) is not a
predominant outcome that should be prioritized over systemic change.
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Ultimately, expanding environmental literacy in Illinois depends on organizations and
institutions removing barriers to accessing the natural world, providing experiences to
deepen connection to the environment, integrating tools to maintain curiosity to learn,
and encouraging new voices to share their story and knowledge with others. However,
there is no set way in which these goals can be accomplished. Educators and
advocates for environmental literacy will have to listen intently to their community
members, learn from the wide variety of perspectives that exist and work
collaboratively to co-author solutions that address the needs and desires of their unique
community.

Understanding of Community
Awareness of the Environment
Connection to the Environment
Understanding of Environmental Justice
Civic Engagement focused on Environmental Action
Access to Climate Change Education and an Understanding of Climate Science
Understanding of Sustainability, Adaptability and Resilience

There is no single path to achieving environmental literacy. By focusing on the following
principles, knowledge, beliefs, and actions, however, educators and learners will
advance environmental literacy for themselves and their community.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

These Key Tenets are explained further in Chapter Five. 

2. Key Tenets of Environmental Literacy



LEARN
MORE

Environmental Education Association of Illinois is the statewide, member-based non-
profit that provides and promotes environmental education professional development to
both formal and non-formal educators. EEAI’s mission is to maintain a vital network that
supports and advances environmental education throughout the state.
In order to serve this diverse network of educators EEAI provides professional
development in a wide range of programs and topics. Each of the programs below are
supported by a group of volunteer facilitators that have been certified in the program and
can lead both in-person or online workshops. 

Contact
For more information about hosting a workshop for your district or
organization please contact the EEAI Program Coordinator at
eeaiprojects@gmail.com

FURTHER LEARNING
Environmental Education Association of Illinois (EEAI)

Offering these programs throughout the state is made possible by the support of the
EEAI member network. To learn more about EEAI membership and the numerous benefits
that come from joining this network visit the EEAI website.

Project Learning Tree® (PLT) is a collection of award winning, multi-disciplinary
environmental education activity guides for educators and students in Pre K-grade 12.
With a focus on trees, forests and forest ecosystems there is a guide to fit any
educator’s needs.  
Project WILD™ is a national curriculum program designed to provide wildlife-based
conservation and environmental education that fosters responsible actions toward
wildlife and related natural resources. 
Earth Force: is a six-step community action and problem-solving process that leads
students through environmental issue investigation and the development of a student-led
environmental action project.
NAAEE has created guides on six different topics for the field to establish guidelines for
excellence for environmental education practitioners.
RISE Challenge Illinois is a natural hazards focused program that engages teams of
students to design and implement student-led action projects in a competition style
format. 
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https://naaee.org/our-work/programs/guidelines-excellence
http://www.eeai.net/
http://www.eeai.net/
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https://www.eeai.net/join-eeai.html
https://www.eeai.net/join-eeai.html


CHAPTER 2
JUSTICE, EQUITY, DIVERSITY,
INCLUSION AND ACCESSIBILITY
IN ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY

Successful environmental literacy starts
with an understanding of social equity as
a path to civic engagement and it
includes a variety of engagement
opportunities and actions such as
connection to land, conservation,
stewardship, and environmental and
climate justice efforts. This chapter will
help to solidify a common understanding
of some key concepts and how those
relate to environmental education and
environmental literacy. All the following
definitions, unless otherwise indicated,
are from the Avarna Group.

The Avarna Group
Recommended to EEAI by one of the
diversity, equity and inclusion consultants,
the Avarna Group is an organization
looking to support a wide range of EE
practitioners and organizations in their
quest for more inclusive practices and
programs. The Avarna Group works to
support “organizations with resources and
services as they navigate through culture
change toward a more sustainable future”.
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1.Key Concepts
Diversity
The differences among us based on which we experience systemic advantages or
encounter systemic barriers in access to opportunities and resources. Race and ethnicity
is not the only way in which we are diverse as a group. There are countless visible and
invisible facets of diversity. Furthermore, a person cannot be “diverse” (as in “diverse
candidate”). Diversity is the outcome of inclusion and equity efforts.

The concept of diversity encompasses acceptance and respect. It means understanding
that everyone is unique and recognizing our individual differences. It is the exploration of
these differences in a safe, positive, and nurturing environment. It is about understanding
each other and moving beyond simple tolerance to embracing and celebrating the rich
dimensions contained within everyone.

The lack of diversity within the environmental field, including environmental education
has been noted by educators of color for years. The issue becomes more pronounced by
field leaders and the dominant narrative when an impactful event takes place such as the
murder of George Floyd. Beginning with Dorceta Taylor’s The State of Diversity in
Environmental Organizations report in 2014 and the ongoing efforts of Green 2.0,
diversity remains an issue as organizations do not operationalize practices beyond
performative statements and goals and continue to falsely assume people of color do
not want to pursue it as a field (Taylor, 2014; Green 2.0, 2018-2021).

https://theavarnagroup.com/
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Equity
An approach based in fairness to ensuring everyone has access to the same opportunities
and resources. In practice, it ensures everyone is given equal opportunity to thrive; this
means that resources may be divided and shared unequally to make sure that each person
can access an opportunity. Equity is therefore not the same thing as equality. Equity
considers that people have different access to resources because of systems of
oppression and privilege. Equity seeks to balance that disparity.

Environmental equity describes a country, or world, in which no single group or community
faces disadvantages in dealing with environmental hazards, disasters, or pollution. It also
means access to environmental benefits, regardless of income, race, and other
characteristics. Historical inequities must be acknowledged and addressed while
foregrounding those most marginalized by environmental literacy. Environmental equity is a
basic human right.

The findings of the Lawrence Hall of Science and Youth Outside’s 2019 study, Examining
Equitable and Inclusive Work Environments in Environmental Education, “reveal a clear
disconnect in the way that environmental education organization leaders and educators of
color define, experience, and intend to prioritize equity, inclusion, and diversity” (Romero
et. al, 2019, p. 7). For example, organizational leaders focused on efforts that were for “all”,
whereas people of color focus group participants or educators suggested efforts require
understanding systemic oppression, power, and privilege. Organizations should consider
the intentionality of their practices and be responsive to their staff of color, their
intersectionality and that of youth. In addition, some suggestions include adopting fair
wages, offering professional development opportunities to staff of color, creating affinity
spaces, and incorporating participatory practices in creating curriculum and environmental
literacy plans.
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Inclusion
Celebrating, centering, and amplifying the perspectives, voices, values, and needs of
people who experience systemic barriers, mistreatment, or disadvantages based on their
identities to ensure they feel a sense of belonging. Inclusion is not merely tolerating or
accommodating differences; it’s about actively valuing and honoring it. Inclusion is also not
about surmounting, overcoming, or transcending differences to focus on “our common
humanity.” Diversity is what we are, and inclusion is what we do.

An example of a program that is inclusive is Environmentalists of Color (EOC), a Chicago-
based member-driven catalyst for racial equity in the environmental field (eocnetwork.org).
It addresses the current and historical exclusion of BIPOC (Black, Indigenous and People of
Color) individuals. Virtually and in-person, EOC holds safe space to amplify, connect, and
support members to be leaders in and thrive in the environmental field. The network uses
an asset-based approach to inclusion and equity by centering and celebrating its members.
It connects members of various disciplines, builds resilience, and cultivates future leaders.
Membership in EOC is free and open to individuals who self-identify as a person of color
and an environmentalist.

NAAEE Resources for Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion

If you are looking for more research, resources, consultants and ways to engage
in conversations around these topics be sure to check out the NAAEE JEDI page.
They have gathered an extensive amount of resources and information, organized
it into categories and made it accessible for free online. With specific sections
for formal educators, non-formal educators, families and organizations it is easy
to find the exact information you may need.

https://www.eocnetwork.org/
https://naaee.org/our-work/programs/justice-equity-diversity-and-inclusion
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Accessibility
The extent to which people are excluded
or not from an activity, program, or
experience on the basis of experiencing
a disability. In an accessible activity,
program, or experience, people with
disabilities are able to do what they need
to do in a similar amount of time and with
similar effort as someone that does not
have a disability. The concept of
accessible design ensures both direct
(i.e., unassisted) access and indirect
access, meaning the activity, program, or
experience is compatible with a person's
assistive technology (for example,
computer screen readers). (Henry, et al.,
2014 as cited in Oregon State Extension
Service Outdoor School).

Accessibility in the context of
environmental literacy means all
individuals have the same ability to utilize
resources regardless of race, religion,
gender or sex, physical and mental
capabilities. Many areas lack
environmental education programs or
knowledge about how to access these
resources. Many have been excluded
from access for multiple reasons (cost,
safety, additional learning time, loss of
field trip privileges as students,
transportation, etc.). In addition, ableism,
discrimination in favor of able-bodied
people, has further marginalized groups
from access to environmental literacy in
delineating an identity that can hike and
otherwise physically or cognitively
practice certain environmental behaviors.
In considering ableism, it is important to
note that people with disabilities are
more drastically affected by climate
change. Accessibility to environmental
education has encountered new barriers.
As the need for online learning has risen,
so has the need for access to high-
speed internet, affordable technology,
and funds to pay for online programs.
This has further perpetuated the
disparities of access to environmental
literacy resources.

Environmental Justice (EJ)
is the fair treatment and meaningful
involvement of all people regardless of
race, color, national origin, or income
with respect to the development,
implementation and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations and
policies (United States Environmental
Protection Agency, 2017).

Environmental justice calls for the
education of present and future
generations which emphasizes social
and environmental issues, based on
experiences and appreciation of diverse
cultural perspectives. Moreover,
environmental justice affirms the
sacredness of the planet, ecological
unity and the interdependence of all
species.



Critical thinking and literacy, aka
Critical Theory “refers to a body of
scholarship that examines how
society works” (Sensoy & DiAngelo,
2012, p. 4). It emerges from The
Institute for Social Research in
Germany and is based on the idea that
“society should work towards the
ideals of equality and social
betterment” (Sensoy & DiAngelo,
2012, p. 4). A critical approach to
social justice is guided by the belief
that society is stratified and therefore,
not all communities have equal
access to opportunities; this would be
using a critical social justice
framework to address societal
problems, such as climate change.

Climate impacts can exacerbate
inequitable social conditions. Low-
income communities, people of color,
indigenous people, people with
disabilities, older or very young
people, women–all can be more
susceptible to risks posed by climate
impacts, like raging storms and
floods, increasing wildfire, severe
heat, poor air quality, access to food
and water, and disappearing
shorelines. (Simmons, 2020, Yale
Connections). For example, a study
published in 2019 (Tessum, et.al.)
found that black and Hispanic
communities in the U.S. are exposed
to far more air pollution than they
produce through actions like driving
and using electricity. By contrast,
white Americans experience better air
quality than the national average, even
though their activities are the source
of most pollutants. Climate justice
data acknowledges climate change
can have differing social, economic,
public health, and other adverse
impacts on marginalized populations.

Therefore, when thinking about
environmental literacy, we can and
should apply a critical social justice
lens. Where environmental literacy
“seeks to change human behavior so
that humanity can create a sustainable
and environmentally friendly quality of
life.” (Chepesiuk, 2007), an
environmentally literate person, should
make critical and informed decisions
concerning the environment,
understanding that various communities
are impacted differently by
environmental issues. Environmentally
literate citizens should have the
knowledge and understanding needed
to create and support ecologically
sound, economically prosperous, and
equitable communities. (The California
Environmental Literacy Initiative (CAELI).
Written by Precious Porras, Chief
Diversity Officer, Dominican University
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The Illinois Commission on Environmental Justice states that to achieve an environmentally
just state “no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin, age, or
income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution”
(Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, n.d.). Today there continues to be an unfair
burden of environmental issues impacting people of color and low-income communities,
while at the same time, these communities have also been historically excluded from the
decision making and enforcement of environmental laws in the state.

2. Environmental Justice Issues Facing Illinois

Northeast Illinoisans have seen drastic increases in
water rates and shutoff notices over the last decade
while also facing shoreline erosion.

Southern Illinoisans have been plagued with flooding
due to inadequate storm water infrastructure.

Rural Illinoisans struggle with nutrient pollution in their
ground water, lakes, and streams.

And as the state with the most lead service lines in the
country, estimated 730,000 to 1.4 million lead service
lines, essentially every Illinoisan is at risk of exposure
to lead-contaminated drinking water – Black and Latinx
Illinoisans are twice as likely to live in communities
with lead service lines than white residents. However,
these threats should also be seen as significant
opportunities for Illinois to be a national leader on
water infrastructure and innovation 

To see and understand environmental justice issues faced by local Illinois communities,
educators and organizations are encouraged to utilize the US EPA’s EJScreen Program. This
mapping and screening tool combines local demographic information with environmental
data.

Environmental Justice for All Act
 

In 2018 Democrats within the Natural Resources Committee, including Illinois
Senator Tammy Duckworth, began drafting the most comprehensive
environmental justice legislation yet seen in this country. “The Environmental
Justice for All Act is rooted in the moral principle that all people have the right
to pure air, clean water, and an environment that enriches life. It is informed by
the belief that federal policy can and should seek to achieve environmental
justice, health equity, and climate justice for all communities.”

https://www.wbez.org/stories/chicagos-water-prices-are-skyrocketing-faster-than-other-great-lakes-cities/69951240-ea15-40c7-a649-5b6787e35b6b
https://www.wbez.org/stories/lake-michigan-is-eroding-illinois-only-natural-shoreline-heres-what-it-looks-like-today/01a910e9-7b2b-45dd-b37d-4163b64fd9cb
https://earthjustice.org/blog/2020-february/sewage-flooding-centreville-illinois-environmental-justice
https://ilenviro.org/nutrient-pollution/
https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/drinking-water/public-water-users/Pages/lead-service-line-information.aspx
https://www.metroplanning.org/news/9960/Data-Points-the-environmental-injustice-of-lead-lines-in-Illinois
https://www.epa.gov/ejscreen
https://www.epa.gov/ejscreen
https://naturalresources.house.gov/environmental-justice


“My personal challenge was
trying to envision how to do a
nature-based preschool in a
beautiful setting like the
Chicago Botanic Garden. But
after I explored and saw
wonderful natural spaces, the
in-between places, the out-of-
the-way place, that helped me
to develop the curriculum.”
— Ann Halley, Preschool
Director at Chicago Botanic
Garden

CHICAGO BOTANIC
GARDEN NATURE

PRESCHOOL

CASE STUDY

It would have been easy to operate in isolation from the rest of the Chicago Botanic Garden staff.

RESPONSE:
Instead, Halley involved the garden‘s caretakers. To do that, she kept them informed from the
beginning, and a longstanding partnership formed so that the horticulturists and groundskeepers now
help as needed. For example, before they went sledding, they trimmed branches to ensure it was safe
in that area. This prompted them to reminisce about their own experiences outdoors in winter, which
drew them to their fields in the outdoors.

Having a program for students in a place open to the public makes some new families nervous about
child safety. 

RESPONSE:
The school lets parents know that students will spend their time in less-used areas of the park. They
also share information about the training staff members receive in first aid, CPR, and responding to
threats such as an active shooter. 

Finding teachers with a background that includes both early childhood education and environmental
education can be tricky. 

RESPONSE:
By creating teacher teams that include a person more experienced in early childhood, but with an
affinity for the outdoors as well as the reverse, the school has overcome this difficulty. 

M E E T I N G  T H E  C H A L L E N G E S

In operation for five years, the Chicago Botanic Garden Nature
Preschool provides an interactive, developmentally
appropriate, immersive nature experience for students
between the ages of three and five.  At least half of each class
is spent outdoors in all kinds of weather exploring, discovering
through hands-on learning, and reflecting as the students
prepare for kindergarten. The school exists within the Chicago
Botanic Garden, which receives a million visitors each year in
its mission to sustain and enrich life as a living museum and
conservation science center.

O V E R V I E W

The EL4IL partners selected this program because it instills
young children in an urban environment with a strong
connection to nature beyond and around formal garden spaces.

WWW.EEAI.NET

“It’s finding that balance, people that understand environmental education and enjoy being
with children, and early childhood teachers who don't mind being in the cold.” 
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https://www.chicagobotanic.org/preschool
https://www.chicagobotanic.org/


“One mother used to tell her daughter it was too cold, but her daughter replied,
‘Miss Ann takes us out all the time.’ So, they just head outside.” 

INSPIRING TRANSFORMATION
Although some students have families who are already outdoor enthusiasts, others don’t.
Through annual surveys, the school finds that many of these families change habits, spending
more time outdoors even if culturally or for other reasons they hadn’t done that before. Also,
during the pandemic, as children joined their classrooms remotely and parents partnered in their
learning, the school sent families out to explore. 

When starting a new program, allow adequate time for
development. 
“I had a little more than a year on site learning about
the garden and its components, before the school was
finished. I worked in the building with people with a
background in horticulture. Their knowledge was
invaluable both with running the preschool and learning
about the different places in the garden.”

Use your imagination and think like a child.
Finding hands-on learning spaces in a cultivated garden
required creativity. The “horseshoe” is named for the
way surrounding water carves out its shape. Little used
by the public, it serves as one of the preschool’s many
go-to spaces, offering a view at its highest point for
observing waterfowl and a place to climb trees, pick
crab apples and roll them down the hill. This is also the
place where they play in their mud kitchen. Another
favorite area named “mud river” features a drainpipe
and a place to put boats and watch them disappear,
only to reappear on the other side. In the winter, this
wet area becomes a skating rink.

LEARNING ALONG THE WAY

Chicago Botanic Garden Nature Preschool
1000 Lake Cook Road

Glencoe, IL 60022
https://www.chicagobotanic.org/preschool

When you see an opportunity for a good-fit pilot program, approach it openly. 
After a conversation with a co-worker familiar with a program at a nearby school that included children
on a non-typical development trajectory, such as children with physical disabilities or on the autism
spectrum, Halley explored the possibility of a pilot program. While they only managed to secure
transportation funding for a year, the successful experience expanded everyone’s horizons. Halley
made the play areas accessible. The children who had Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) made
progress, and their buddies learned to enjoy their similarities rather than worry about differences. 

The curriculum continually evolves, which offers more tailor-made growth opportunities for both
students and teachers. 

“The curriculum is emergent so classes can take it where they like. We have
themes. Fall is pumpkins and gourds, next is harvest, and then we move toward
solstice. Everyone will take it a different way. We base the lessons on class
interests, extracting leaf color with alcohol or hammering golf tees into
pumpkins.”

The pandemic opened the way for the school to embrace the outdoors even more. With the
challenges of minimizing close contact between young children, they were safer outside. In
addition, with less manufactured play materials, staff had fewer items to sanitize. They beat the
cold with an attached outdoor classroom that provided some shelter, warm-up breaks, and hot
drinks. After a year with the inside classroom chairs permanently left on tables, these changes
are here to stay.

“Nature is critical for early childhood education as a place where we can find
common ground. We all like to play in the snow. We all want to hold a pumpkin.
Being outdoors brings peace to everybody.” 
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There is an opportunity to further elaborate on what is meant by equity in environmental
literacy. Equity can be further discussed as an outcome as well as a process that includes
specific strategies to advance access, inclusion, and justice that can be incorporated into
environmental education by centering learners and connecting to community priorities. For
example, what specific strategies can contributing organizations commit to removing
barriers to environmental literacy? What can contributing organizations commit to advance
climate justice, etc.? Whose voices and ideas are centered? For example, replacing the
dominant cultural narrative about who the outdoors is for with a new narrative that access
to nature is a human right, or nature having its own right.

JUSTICE, EQUITY, DIVERSITY, INCLUSION, AND ACCESSIBILITY
(JEDIA) REFLECTION:
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CHAPTER 3
APPROACHES FOR ADVANCING
ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY
THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION

Goal: Provide clear guidance on culturally-relevant and age-appropriate approaches in
advancing environmental literacy and current research in trends and implementation
strategies.
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1.Connection Between Environmental Literacy and
Environmental Education
Environmental education (EE) connects us to the world around us, teaching about both
natural and built environments and raising awareness of the issues impacting the
environment upon which we all depend, as well as actions we can take to improve and
sustain it. Whether we bring nature into the classroom, take students outside to learn, or
find teachable moments on a nature walk, EE has benefits for youth, educators, schools,
and communities.
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Benefits of Environmental Education
By incorporating EE practices into the
curriculum, teachers can integrate
science, math, language arts, social
studies, and the fine arts into one rich
lesson or activity, and still satisfy many
state and national academic standards in
all subject areas. Taking a class outside
or bringing nature indoors provides an
excellent backdrop or context for
interdisciplinary learning. By exposing
students to nature and allowing them to
learn and play outside, EE fosters
sensitivity, appreciation, and respect for
the environment; combats nature deficit
disorder; and promotes a healthy
lifestyle.

EE is interactive learning that sparks the
imagination and unlocks creativity. When
it is integrated into the curriculum,
students are more enthusiastic and
engaged. It enables them to make
connections and apply their learning in
the real world. It helps them see the
interconnectedness of issues
encouraging them to investigate how and
why things happen, and to make their
own decisions. It develops and enhances
critical and creative thinking skills.

EE is interactive learning that sparks the
imagination and unlocks creativity. When
it is integrated into the curriculum,
students are more enthusiastic and
engaged. It enables them to make
connections and apply their learning in
the real world. It helps them see the
interconnectedness of issues
encouraging them to investigate how and
why things happen, and to make their
own decisions. It develops and enhances
critical and creative thinking skills.

EE promotes a sense of place and
connection through community
involvement. When students decide to
learn more or take action to improve
their environment, they reach out to
community experts, donors, volunteers,
and local facilities to help bring the
community together to understand and
address environmental issues impacting
their neighborhood. EE can help students
understand how their decisions and
actions affect the environment, build the
knowledge and skills necessary to
address complex environmental issues,
and give opportunities to take action to
keep our environment healthy and
sustainable for future generations.

Outdoor education (OE), EE and first-hand experiences with nature can happen in a
wide variety of educational settings. Non-formal education facilities, such as nature
centers, park districts, zoos, museums, and aquariums have been providing
students and the public with EE experiences for centuries. The implementation
approaches touched on in this chapter apply to environmental education program
development in any educational setting where EE might take place. The information
provided is not exhaustive, but should provide ideas and suggestions on areas for
further learning or topics to focus on in program development in order to increase
environmental literacy here in Illinois.
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"Everything I do is outdoor
education. It's designed for

girls by girls and girl-led. We
help girls discover, connect

and take action in their world
to make it a better place. We

offer a whole spectrum of
programming, from the troop
to the individual level, so our

members can make
connections and advocate for
the causes they care about." 
—Anne Townsend, Outdoor

Program Engagement
Manager, Girl Scouts of

Southern Illinois

OVERVIEW

GIRL SCOUTS OF
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

CASE STUDY

The EL4IL partners selected this program because of its effectiveness in connecting Girl Scouts to
place and creating a strong sense of stewardship.

Part of a national movement focused on entrepreneurship, life skills, STEM
and the outdoors, Girl Scouts of Southern Illinois (GSofSI) takes children
and young women on a journey of exploration. With over 2,000 adult
volunteers serving nearly 5,000 participants, or one out of every seven
school-aged girls in their jurisdiction (as of 2020), GSofSI supports its
members in creating and experiencing 200+ programs that encourage
discovery, connection and civic action.

MEETING THE CHALLENGES
Many people and programs think of environmental education and stem
as two separate things.

RESPONSE: 
From aquatics programs to special interest troops to resident camps, GSofSI
offers environmental education and STEM at the same time.

In 2020, it became harder to create equitable experiences for everyone. 

RESPONSE: 
Following COVID-19, Girl Scouts pivoted to online programming. Computers
delivered to those who didn’t have them ensured that more girls could
participate. The council is also creating a more intentional diversity and
inclusion plan so that more participants and volunteers from underserved
communities can lead and experience what GSofSI has to offer.

Funding is always a challenge. 

RESPONSE: 
One way GSofSI keeps program costs low is through volunteers. Because of
grants and volunteers, day camps cost as little as $65 per participant per
week.
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During the pandemic, GSofSI worked differently. They went
from being troop-centric to more focused on individuals.
Girls engaged in citizen science and experienced how
educational projects fit into a global context. 

"Before COVID-19, we wouldn't have thought of having
events online. Now we are looking at a nice mixture, in

person mixed with virtual." —Mary Buchanan
Senior Director of Program Engagement 

Always adapt. 

In addition to surveying Girl Scouts and adults annually,
staff members also survey every program. The
organization goes deeper on opportunities participants
liked best, such as incorporating a global mindset into
local learning.

Solicit feedback and then update programming
responsively.

In the past, GSofSI owned multiple camp properties. Today, they work with an outside partner. The partner
provides the land, facilities, lodging and food, giving the organization more capacity to focus on an
evolving curriculum and volunteer training.

Engage with partners to expand opportunities. 

LEARNING ALONG THE WAY

INSPIRING TRANSFORMATION
Leadership development increases everyone's potential. Girl Scouts do service projects that
contribute to their communities. Adults learn new skills and share those with the next
generation. Through its members, the organization’s reach becomes exponential. 

Troops make global stewardship connections. Programs continue to grow and evolve, like their
work with the Sloth Conservation Foundation in Costa Rica. At first, virtual programming allowed
participants to learn about sloths, the rainforest, predators, and humans' impact as predators
and ecosystem disruptors. By the end, girls became involved in multiple ways, including having
a tree planted in their honor and supporting a sloth canopy bridge or adopting a sloth to further
research and protect and restore rainforest habitat. The organization has a trip planned to
Costa Rica in the future, where Girl Scouts will learn even more.

"A child says, ‘this is the thing that interests me.’ That sparks a passion in an adult to learn
something new to facilitate learning for the child. Child and adult then go from
uncomfortable to confident. One adult helps twelve other children achieve that goal. It's a
spark that creates a fire, and then Girl Scouts grow up to do amazing things." —Townsend

Girl Scouts develop their potential by connecting with the people and places around them. A
summer of geocaching allowed Girl Scouts to spend time outdoors exploring southern Illinois
and discovering what makes that area special. Another adventure involved virtually visiting a
local alpaca farm and learning about felting soap and wool’s antimicrobial properties. A
partnership with the Shawnee National Forest Service gave them access to a woman firefighter
who taught them about controlled burns.

"That's the fundamental core of Girl Scouts. Started in 1912, Juliette Gordon Low
founded the organization as an activist ahead of her time. She wanted to help girls

get outdoors and to be very civically engaged, all working together to bridge
divides and learning and growing in new experiences." 

—Townsend

Girl Scouts of Illinois
4 Ginger Creek Parkway, 
Glen Carbon, IL 62034 
Phone: 800-345-6858

https://www.gsofsi.org
Twitter: gsofsi 

Facebook: GirlScoutsofSouthernIllinois
Instagram: GirlScoutsofSouthernIllinois

Youtube: GSofSIGirlScouts
Pinterest: gsofsi
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https://www.facebook.com/GirlScoutsofSouthernIllinois
https://www.gsofsi.org/
https://twitter.com/gsofsi
https://www.instagram.com/GirlScoutsofSouthernIllinois
https://www.youtube.com/user/GSofSIGirlScouts
https://www.pinterest.com/gsofsi/
https://www.gsofsi.org/
https://twitter.com/gsofsi
https://vccd.org/
https://www.facebook.com/GirlScoutsofSouthernIllinois
https://www.instagram.com/GirlScoutsofSouthernIllinois
https://www.youtube.com/user/GSofSIGirlScouts
https://www.pinterest.com/gsofsi/
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Providing successful environmental education instruction, that leads to increased
environmental literacy, relies heavily on ensuring that instruction is rooted in empathy and
accountability, and is age-appropriate and culturally relevant for the audience. Sharing
climate change impacts with students in pre-school and primary grades is inappropriate for
several reasons. In David Sobel’s (1996) ground-breaking book, Beyond Ecophobia, he
clearly posits that there should be no “gloom and doom” scenarios before 4th grade. This
does not preclude children learning the importance of actions that lead to environmental
consciousness, such as resource-saving steps that can be easily implemented in their lives
(i.e., turning off unused lights, encouraging adults to disconnect power-draining devices
when not in use, saving water, reducing food waste, etc.) When these actions are begun at
an early age they will become engrained.

2.Culturally Relevant and Age-Appropriate Approaches

The reason for not over-emphasizing large-scale
environmental issues is that young children are not in
a position to make the significant changes that are
needed to solve these problems. Again, this is not to
deny that they should be aware of what is happening
(commercial polluting, air and water quality issues,
climate change impacts, habitat loss, etc.), but rather
that these not be taught in isolation or with an
attitude of hopelessness. Children need to know
they are safe and that the world around them is a gift
to be cherished and cared for. They need to have
that “sense of wonder” written about by Rachel
Carlson. They need to feel their connection to the
world and understand how everything is connected.
Even short excursions into the neighborhood around
their school can develop the concept of care that is
so desperately needed.

Problem-centered narratives, writing letters to
congress, corporations, or business leaders,
protests and marches may be appropriate for older
learners (middle school, high-school, and adult
learners), but not for younger students. It is essential
that learners develop skills at the appropriate level;
that they be taught how to think, not what to think;
and to practice what they are learning in an age-
appropriate manner.

Sharing local climate change impacts with youth of color adds another layer to the concept
of appropriateness, since these children may be living in communities already negatively
impacted by climate change. Dealing with these realities while trying to instill a positive
connection to nature presents a big challenge. Understanding what information is
appropriate for which communities and age-levels, as well as what the best methods are
for sharing that information, is essential to successful environmental education; and, if not
done through a culturally relevant lens, can lead to increased anxiety, despair, and
potential shut-down toward all environmental issues.



Centering the voices of Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) environmental
educators can lead to an increased awareness of personal responsibility and the impact
individual actions can have on larger systems. Including BIPOC voices in the climate
conversation requires shifting the power, comfort, and concept of well-being away from
white dominant culture. It requires asking important questions like who is being
represented, who is being allowed to voice their opinions, and whose comfort is being
validated.

The North American Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE) has done
extensive research in this area and developed its Guidelines for Excellence Series
which provides direction for community engagement and for early childhood, K-12 and
non-formal educators, as well as those engaged in teacher preparation. These
resources, downloadable at the link provided, break down the essential underpinnings
of impactful environmental education. NAAEE has also developed a set of
recommendations for developing and selecting environmental education materials.
Materials: Guidelines for Excellence. Anyone creating their own materials or searching
for appropriate teaching materials should become familiar with these extraordinary
resources which will make the task easier.

EL4IL does not attempt to reinvent best practices, nor duplicate work already done by
NAAEE. Rather, it strives to ensure that Illinois educators are aware of the Guidelines
and the training, guidance, and assistance available within the state for implementing
them in all learning environments. The Environmental Education Association of Illinois
(EEAI) is the state host for the Guidelines, maintaining a Facilitator Network of educators
prepared to train other educators on these materials. For more information on these
resources or to attend a training visit the EEAI Guidelines for Excellence website.
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https://naaee.org/eepro/publication/guidelines-excellence-series-set
https://naaee.org/eepro/publication/guidelines-excellence-series-set
https://naaee.org/eepro/publication/environmental-education-materials-guidelines-excellence
https://www.eeai.net/guidelines-for-excellence-in-ee.html
https://www.eeai.net/guidelines-for-excellence-in-ee.html


LEARN
MORE

Through the National Project for Excellence
in Environmental Education, the North
American Association for Environmental
Education (NAAEE) is taking the lead in
establishing guidelines for the development
of coherent and comprehensive

Contact
To learn more and to access additional resources, click here to
visit the Guidelines for Excellence website.

FURTHER LEARNING
North American Association for Environmental

Education (NAAEE)

environmental education materials and programs. These guidelines draw on our best
thinking honed by scholars and practitioners across a variety of fields and settings,
including formal and non-formal education, curriculum development, instructional design,
early childhood education, and adult education. Quality environmental education
programs help develop environmentally literate community members who can compete
in our global economy; have the skills, knowledge, and inclinations to make well-
informed choices; and exercise their rights and responsibilities.
To ensure that these Guidelines for Excellence reflect a widely shared understanding of
environmental education, each publication was developed by a team of environmental
education professionals from a variety of backgrounds and organizational affiliations.
These teams took on the challenge of turning ideas about environmental literacy into
tangible recommendations and examples. In addition, drafts were circulated widely to
practitioners and scholars in the field (e.g., teachers, educational administrators,
environmental scientists, and curriculum developers), and their comments were
incorporated into successive revisions. As such, thousands of practitioners have
participated in the development of the Guidelines for Excellence. Using a similar public
review process, the Guidelines for Excellence publications are all revised on a regular
basis.

The Guidelines for Excellence Series Set includes:
Environmental Education Materials: Guidelines for Excellence (2021)
K-12 Environmental Education: Guidelines for Excellence (2019)
Professional Development of Environmental Educators: Guidelines for Excellence (2019)
Community Engagement: Guidelines for Excellence (2017)
Early Childhood Environmental Education Programs: Guidelines for Excellence
Nonformal Environmental Education Programs: Guidelines for Excellence (2009 – currently
being revised) (2016) 
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https://naaee.org/our-work/programs/guidelines-excellence
https://naaee.org/our-work/programs/guidelines-excellence
https://naaee.org/our-work/programs/guidelines-excellence
https://naaee.org/our-work/programs/guidelines-excellence
https://illinoisgreenalliance.org/initiatives/green-your-school/illinois-green-ribbon-schools-program/
https://naaee.org/eepro/resources/environmental-education-materials
https://naaee.org/eepro/resources/k-12-environmental-education-guidelines
https://naaee.org/eepro/resources/k-12-environmental-education-guidelines
https://naaee.org/eepro/resources/community-engagement-guidelines
https://naaee.org/eepro/resources/early-childhood-environmental-education
https://naaee.org/eepro/resources/nonformal-environmental-education


Following are-appropriate and culturally-relevant approaches to
implementing several of the Key Tenets of environmental literacy.
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3. APPROACHES FOR IMPLEMENTING
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Early Childhood Education -- Tenet #3: Connection to the
Environment

An affinity for and love of nature, along with a positive
environmental ethic, grow out of children’s regular contact with
and play in the natural world (Bunting, 1985; Chawla, 1988; Wilson,
1993; Chipeniuk 1994; Sobel 1996; Hart 1997; Moore & Wong
1997; Kals et al., 1999; Moore & Cosco 2000; Bixler et al. 2002;
Kellert 2002; Sobel, 2002; Kals & Ittner 2003; Phenice & Griffore
2003; Schultz et al., 2004; Sobel 2004). Some authorities believe
that if children don’t develop a sense of respect and caring for the
natural environment during their first few years, they are at risk for
never developing such attitudes (Sobel, 1996; Wilson, 1996). As
environmental educator and academic David Sobel writes, “If we
want children to flourish, to become truly empowered, then let us
allow them to love the earth before we ask them to save it”
(Dimensions Educational Research Foundation, 2005).

Young children learn best through hands-on, interactive activities
that embrace their natural curiosity. Research shows that the
foundational concepts of environmental education —appreciation
of, awareness of, and connection to nature—are best formed at an
early age (White & Stoecklin, 2008; Barrable, 2019; Otto et al.,
2019). Outdoor early childhood programs can be called by many
names, including outdoor preschools, forest preschools, nature
preschools, forest kindergartens, and forest play schools. Each
refers to an educational program for children, typically ages 3-6,
who spend the majority of their time in a natural setting. The
curriculum, whether formal or non-formal, follows what children
take an interest in; recognizes that children learn best when
playing or exploring on their own; and uses the outdoor site itself.
Educators support children’s innate desire to learn about and
connect with the natural world as it unfolds in a natural setting.

Certified Nature Explore Classrooms have a deep commitment to
connecting children with nature. Each one is unique in size and
setting, and how they go about accomplishing their goal of
bringing a sense of wonder to children’s lives. They are located in
early childhood programs and elementary classrooms, nature
centers, parks, zoos, Head Start centers, arboretums, children’s
museums, other public spaces and some privately-run daycare
facilities. Illinois has 42 of these throughout the state: 22 in the
Northeast; five in the Northwest; seven in the East Central; six in
the West Central; and two in the South.

https://certified.natureexplore.org/certified-nature-explore-classrooms/


Contact
Click Learn More for more information about the programs and
specifics on funding. 
Visit Illinois Solar Schools and Illinois Wind Schools to see real-
time data from participants and learn more about our efforts to
educate the next generation about renewable energy.

FURTHER LEARNING

The Illinois Clean Energy Community Foundation (ICECF) was established in December
1999 as an independent foundation with a $225 million endowment provided by
Commonwealth Edison. The Foundation’s mission includes improving energy efficiency and
advancing the development and use of renewable energy across Illinois. ICECF’s widest 

Illinois Clean Energy Community Foundation K-12
Solar and Wind Programs

Throughout their wind or solar project, grantees
receive onsite assistance to coordinate system
installation as well as curricular support. Each
grantee is entitled to send two teachers to a free
training workshop about their installation and
teaching about renewable energy. These 

reaching programs are the K-12 Energy Programs.
The Foundation has awarded over $4.7 million in
grants through the program. There are more than
430 participating educational sites around Illinois,
making it the largest such initiative in the United
States. ICECF has successfully installed 16
educational wind turbines at various locations
throughout the state, with over $500,000 invested
in the program. 

workshops help teachers better understand their new tool and how to use it in their
classroom. Grants are available to public schools or 501(c)(3) nonprofit organizations that
are either private schools or another type of educational organization. All projects must
be located within Illinois. The K-12 Energy Program grants are reimbursement grants. 

LEARN
MORE
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http://www.illinoiscleanenergy.org/
http://www.illinoissolarschools.org/solar-schools/
https://naaee.org/our-work/programs/guidelines-excellence
https://www.illinoiscleanenergy.org/
https://www.illinoiscleanenergy.org/
http://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/education/Pages/entice


Organizations such as Forest Schools for Illinois and Northern IL Nature Preschool
Association are working hard to share ideas, increase accessibility, and influence
legislation to make this type of learning more common practice in early childhood
education in Illinois. Yet, only three percent of outdoor preschoolers are Black or African
American and only seven percent are Hispanic or Latinx according to Natural Start
Alliance’s 2017 survey of 121 nature-based programs in the United States. Simplifying the
idea of the lack of diversity in these types of programs to issues of access (location,
cost, etc.) is not enough. Different epistemologies, cultural norms of play and safety, and
the dominant narrative among the majority of these programs should be considered.

Outdoor Education -- Tenet #2: Awareness of the Environment 
Outdoor learning can occur in a wide range of different situations; from whatever is right
outside one’s window to an outdoor patio or seating area; from the cracks in a city
sidewalk to a local park; from a large, forested area to a full outdoor nature classroom
that provides children with direct access to nature. Environmental educators have been
examining the impact outdoor learning can have on student learning for years (Largo-
Wright et al, 2018). A research study in the Journal of Environmental Psychology explored
“whether engaging children in the natural world over a period of time results in positive
psychological outcomes” (Harvey et al., 2019). The researchers implemented nature-
based activities on the school grounds throughout a year-long classroom curriculum.
They noted improvements in participants’ well-being and an increase in their
connectedness to nature. These results demonstrate that utilizing school grounds, which
don’t typically include pristine natural environments, can be enough to increase
environmental literacy and improve children's psychological wellbeing. Research is now
being done on the impact that nature-based and outdoor learning experiences can have
specifically on the health and STEM-capacity of low-income Black and Hispanic youth
(Sprague et al., 2020)*.
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understands the essential principles of Earth’s climate system,
knows how to assess scientifically credible information about climate,
communicates about climate and climate change in a meaningful way, and
is able to make informed and responsible decisions with regard to actions that may
affect climate.

Climate Science Education -- Tenet #6: Access to Climate Change Education
Climate science education, an understanding of the human influence on climate and
climate’s influence on society, is an important component of environmental literacy. A
climate-literate person:

*The study examined the health and educational outcomes of a 15-week NBE (nature-based education)
intervention for urban low-income, black and Hispanic children 10–15 years of age. The results of this study
showed that there were statistically significant positive changes in STEM capacity and HRQoL (health-related-
quality-of-life) for participating students. For example, children's overall STEM capacity and overall HRQoL
scores improved by 44% and 46%, respectively.

https://www.forestschoolsforillinois.org/
https://www.forestschoolsforillinois.org/
https://ninpa.org/
https://ninpa.org/
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While no full climate science curriculum is available that accomplishes all of these goals,
resources are available to help formal and non-formal educators include more climate
science in their programming. Project Learning Tree (PLT) has developed an e-unit for 6th
to 8th grade educators, or non-formal educators that work with students in these grades,
entitled “Carbon and Climate”. Like all PLT programs it includes necessary background
information, evaluation tools, student work pages and additional resources for further
learning. The Environmental Education Association of Illinois (EEAI) offers training
opportunities for Illinois educators on this e-unit and works closely with Illinois State
Climatologist, Trent Ford, to include Illinois-specific content and data to ensure that
educators can make climate science a localized and relatable issue.

For more resources and local organizations that can provide guidance on climate science
instruction, visit the EL4IL Resource Database.

Environmental Action Civics -- Tenet #5: Civic
Engagement

A goal of environmental education is that learners will use
the acquired knowledge and skills to take responsible
environmental action. Environmental civic action
experiences, where youth are provided an opportunity to
engage in environmental problem-solving and have a civic
experience, are proving to be an effective approach to
developing civic efficacy. Experiences that engage in
environmental issues investigation, debate, and problem-
solving help empower students to work toward change,
gain leadership skills and understand how to use their
voice. Earth Force, a national non-profit, developed a
classroom tool that combines high-quality STEM
education with project-based learning and action civics to
create an educational framework that engages young
people in the application of classroom lessons to improve
the environment and their communities. This community-
action and problem-solving process has now engaged
over 300,000 students across the country in
environmental action civic experiences.

There are three different programs and organizations in Illinois doing this work. In 2020,
EEAI launched Earth Force IL, a facilitator network to provide Illinois educators with direct
access to training in the Earth Force process. Nine facilitators are prepared to offer training
on this program throughout the state; and an online training has been developed as well.

Illinois Green Alliance launched the Illinois Green Schools Project in 2020. This is a
“project-based challenge for K-12 schools to devise and implement creative no- to low-
cost energy, water and waste initiatives, and sustainable practices for their schools.”
Educators and students participating in this program are provided extensive mentoring
services by green building professionals. The mentoring can include providing local
background information on sustainability issues and project implementation guidance.

https://earthforce.org/
https://www.eeai.net/earth-force-illinois.html
https://www.eeai.net/earth-force-illinois.html
https://illinoisgreenalliance.org/learn-more-about-the-illinois-green-schools-project/


"We work hard to put kids in
authentic situations, so they know
and understand that they have a

right and a responsibility to
participate in the world." 

—Deborah McMullen, K-12 Science
Coordinator for the Elgin School District

NATIONAL BIODIVERSITY
TEACH-IN CASE STUDY

In 2014, students in Deborah McMullen and Brigid Trimble’s high
school science class learned the world’s last passenger pigeon,
Martha, had died in captivity one hundred years earlier.
Astonished by the power of human consumption to change the
natural world, they decided more kids needed to know about
Martha and the diversity of precious and interconnected life on
planet earth. That passion resulted in the National Biodiversity
Teach-In, an annual, multi-day, interactive event with
presentations from leading scientists. Led by students and
designed to raise awareness and inspire action, the effort has
grown from 9,000 participants in ten states and three countries
to over 100,000 pre-K through college participants across 20
countries. 

OVERVIEW

"The EL4IL partners selected this program because of
its innovative approach to increasing students'
scientific knowledge and awareness across various
scientific fields."

MEETING THE CHALLENGES
"When we went to our principal and said we want to have our kids emailing strangers on the internet,
we want to invite these strangers to communicate with students regularly, and we want students to
show up on video, flags went off and rightfully so." —McMullen
RESPONSE: 
They worked through the issues by being open, flexible, persistent, and ready to problem-solve,
collaborating with the district's legal team to figure out the risks and set up rules and safeguards.

An undertaking of this magnitude requires lots of time and particular skills.
RESPONSE: 
With an initial survey, students identify their strengths, growth areas and interests. From there they are
assigned to a working group such as the website group, marketing group or the management group.
Some students research potential scientists, reaching out to former and new presenters. Others raise
awareness about the event, from creating memes to recommending additional social media channels that
will help to increase the audience size. Another group runs the event, with teacher and technology
support standing by.

"The thing that teachers always ask me is how do you grade this? How does it translate? —McMullen
RESPONSE: 
Initially, it wasn't easy to fit the project neatly into the existing content-based requirements, but
everything aligned with the publication of the Next Generation Science and 21st Century Skills standards.
For example, students asked participating scientist Dorie Stolley whether she preferred to study structure
and function or cause and effect. Her answer directly connected the work of a scientist back to the
concepts taught in the classroom.

"Real-world experience is built into our curriculum. It's such an
interactive way to engage students in a way that they have
chosen." —Maja Stachnik, former student

"It shifts your brain as a teacher from telling the students what to
do to letting them take control and explore what they are
interested in." —Brittney Mallen, current course teacher

"The key is to step into a facilitator role, which is a big shift for
most educators." —Brigid Trimble, current course teacher

1. LET STUDENTS LEAD. 

LEARNING ALONG THE WAY

WWW.EEAI.NET
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https://nationalbiodiversityteachin.com/


Combining Next Generation
Science and 21st-Century
Skills standards gives kids a
powerful springboard for
learning. While discovering
earth’s rich array of life, kids
also gain insights into what it
means to be a working
scientist contributing to the
common good. 

Students gain life skills and
perspectives that can impact
their future paths.

"I have it on my resume. Now
in college majoring in public
relations, I see myself
working in environmental
education with a focus on
library and museum work." --
Stachnik

The effort continues to
evolve, grow and inspire
others. Looking to the future,
one of the goals is to further
engage kids around the
world in citizen science,
activism and leadership by
having a Saturday student
convening or showing others
how to do a project like the
Biodiversity Teach-In. 

nationalbiodiversityteachin.com
Twitter: natbioteachin                           Facebook: MissMarthaThePassengerPigeon
Instagram: natbioteachin                      YouTube: UCEHKTWTRsija-EK0q0qYv9w

"People think the Teach-In is some big thing. We're three teachers with 150 kids. Don't
be afraid to push the kids to aim for the stars, because where else can they do that?" 
—McMullen 

2. DON'T BE AFRAID TO FAIL
Typically, students don't realize how big the event is until they are in the middle of it, and then the
feeling of accomplishment is enormous. On the flip side, everybody learns more when things don't
go as planned, and the lessons learned carry over into the next year when another group begins
again.
3. WHEN STUDENTS ASK FOR SUPPORT, PEOPLE GET INSPIRED.
Approaching potential partners such as Earth Echo, National Geographic, or the Ocean
Conservancy with a clear plan, students found ready collaborators and donors. 
4. THINK BEYOND MONETARY SUPPORT.
An organization might sponsor a day, helping to line up speakers through their networks.
Environmental education organizations spread the word through their members. Another
organization offered advertising space on their website and hosted a contest to raise the effort's
visibility.
5. ENCOURAGE KIDS TO GO AS BIG AS THEY CAN.
Reach out to the impressive speaker or the famous scientist. The worst they can say is "no."

INSPIRING TRANSFORMATION

"When kids can participate and make something better when they see
something wrong, that's where hope comes from. When kids act that
way, the adults say, wow, I want to be involved and keep this going." 

—McMullen

Elgin High School
1200 Maroon Drive

Elgin, IL 60120
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Contact
Applications for the Illinois Green Ribbon Schools Program
open in the fall each year. 

FURTHER LEARNING

The Illinois Green Ribbon Schools Program
recognizes schools, districts, and higher education
institutions with active programs, actions, and
dedication to sustainability. Working in partnership,
the Illinois State Board of Education, the Illinois
Board of Higher Education, and the Illinois Green
Alliance administer the program.

Illinois Green Ribbon Schools Program

If a school is nominated at the state level, their application is sent to the national level
for potential recognition as a U.S. Department of Education Green Ribbon School. Illinois
Green Ribbon Schools serve as models for integrating environmental & sustainability
education into the curriculum and ensuring it is a core component of everyday teaching
and learning.

Reducing environmental impact and costs; 
Improving the health and wellness of schools,
students, and staff; and 
Providing effective environmental and
sustainability education 

Nominees through the Illinois Green Ribbon
Schools program demonstrate progress and
achievements in each area of the three pillars:  

"Our teachers are regularly coming
up with unique ways to promote
environmental and sustainable

education, especially knowing it will be
supported by our school board and

administrators. Whether it's picking up
trash around the school neighborhood
or tending to a hydroponic garden in

science class, environmental
education now has a permanent

home in our curriculum.”
– Dr. Barry Reilly, Superintendent,
Bloomington School District 87

(2019 Honoree) 

LEARN
MORE
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https://illinoisgreenalliance.org/initiatives/green-your-school/illinois-green-ribbon-schools-program/
https://illinoisgreenalliance.org/initiatives/green-your-school/illinois-green-ribbon-schools-program/
https://www2.ed.gov/programs/green-ribbon-schools/index.html
https://naaee.org/our-work/programs/guidelines-excellence
https://illinoisgreenalliance.org/initiatives/green-your-school/illinois-green-ribbon-schools-program/
https://illinoisgreenalliance.org/initiatives/green-your-school/illinois-green-ribbon-schools-program/
http://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/education/Pages/entice
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Project Learning Tree (PLT) also offers the GreenSchools program. Through training in this
program educators receive guidance and tools on how to conduct school investigations
into complex environmental topics. The program provides information and activities on how
to investigate energy usage, water usage and conservation, recycling and waste, overall
environmental quality and the outdoor school grounds. Educators can choose to focus on
one area or work with their students to examine all six GreenSchools investigations. This
program could be used to complement either the Illinois Green Alliance Green Schools
project program or Earth Force IL.

Agriculture Education
Environmental literacy includes an understanding of everything the environment provides us
as individuals and communities. The gap in understanding of where many consumable
products come from is growing wider with each generation. In order to create sustainable
and equitable food systems, individuals must know exactly how food is grown, processed
and distributed.

As one of the top ten agriculture producing states, Illinois already has a plan (Illinois State
Board of Education, 2016) for educating students about agriculture. It seeks to increase
awareness of the knowledge and skills needed to enter agriculture careers in Illinois.
Additionally, over 30,000 young people statewide participate in the Future Farmers of
America (FFA) program. A recent agreement between FFA and the EPA (United States
Environmental Protection Agency, 2019) provides real opportunities for students to focus
on agriculture and other science careers to learn about environmental topics through
environmental education. The Illinois Agriculture in the Classroom program provides both
formal and non-formal educators throughout the state with local support to increase
agriculture education in their programs. Through professional development opportunities,
direct programming for students and free resources, Ag in the Classroom is reaching
hundreds of thousands of students each year throughout Illinois.

https://www.ilaged.org/docs/sidemodules/ILAgEdPlanRevision-June2016%20Update(6-17-17)_77476.pdf
http://www.agintheclassroom.org/


FURTHER LEARNING

Illinois Agriculture in the Classroom (IAITC) is a state-wide coalition of multiple organ-
izations that promotes and increases agriculture literacy in K-12 schools across the 

Contact
To contact your county ag literacy coordinator and learn more about the Illinois
Agriculture in the Classroom Program, click on the Learn More Tab.

The Agriculture in the Classroom website can be accessed
at www.agclassroom.org.

Illinois Agriculture in the Classroom

state. Nearly every county in the state has a county-
level ag literacy coordinator who works directly with
teachers and students at the local level to further their
understanding of the importance of agriculture in their
daily lives.

IAITC creates a wide assortment of lessons, resources,
and experiences suitable for students of all ages. Their
popular “Ag Mags,” agricultural magazines for kids, can
be obtained by teachers at no cost to extend students’
understanding of a wide range of ag-related topics, 

including pollinators, soil, water, and dozens more crop-specific topics. Interested teachers
can learn more from their county ag literacy coordinator.

IAITC also works closely with its partners across the state to offer Summer Agriculture
Institutes for teachers interested in incorporating agriculture into their content-area
classrooms. These workshops can be used to obtain PDCH and, in some cases, graduate
credit. Virtual professional development, virtual field trips, and other training opportunities
are also available throughout the academic year from Illinois Agriculture in the Classroom.

LEARN
MORE
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JUSTICE, EQUITY, DIVERSITY, INCLUSION, AND
ACCESSIBILITY (JEDIA) REFLECTION:

There are various dominant-narrative environmental education tenets,
practices, approaches, and research included in EL4IL. These are often

rooted in white supremacy, settler colonialism, and the standardization of
education without being acknowledged as such. This practice erases

communities that have been historically excluded and impacted by those
who have historically caused more harm to the environment.

Recommendations considered when writing this guide include not using
terms such as “best practices”, not over-representing research and trends,

and the standardization of evaluation.
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Agriculture education is not just happening in rural areas. Urban agriculture initiatives are
providing a great deal of education and hands-on opportunities in Illinois' major urban areas. 
 Urban Grower’s Collective on Chicago’s South Side, Peoria Grown and Solidarity Gardens in
Champaign-Urbana are all excellent examples of how agriculture can increase environmental
literacy. Through increased local food access, community gardens, job training and skill
building programs, education programs and community outreach, urban agriculture programs
are increasing community health and strength.

https://urbangrowerscollective.org/
https://urbangrowerscollective.org/
https://www.peoriagrown.com/
https://www.peoriagrown.com/
https://www.solidarity-gardens-cu.org/
https://www.solidarity-gardens-cu.org/
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"“Angelic Organics Learning
Center has been so flexible and
accommodating over the years.
I learn something new on every

trip. As an educator, you can
make the day as

interdisciplinary as you want.
We have incorporated human

health, economics, history,
biology, chemistry, and art.”

-- Candice Davenport,
Environmental Science Teacher

at Lake Forest High School

ANGELIC
ORGANICS

LEARNING CENTER

CASE STUDY

During the pandemic, some programs struggled while demand increased for others.

RESPONSE:
Located in an urban environment within a local housing authority project, the organization’s Roots &
Wings program increases food access to the community. Yet, because they have no indoor classroom
space where they can safely meet, the youth leadership component of the effort could not progress.
At the same time, facing increased requests for community and school gardens, they partnered with
United Way’s Strong Neighborhood House and the Rockford School District to expand the program’s
reach and impact.

With more online classes, fewer adults are signing up for some of the on-site skill-building activities.

RESPONSE:
Recognizing what is and isn’t thriving makes it easier for learning center staff to prioritize to make the
most significant difference. While the on-site gardening programs for adults are seeing fewer
participants — likely due to the availability of teaching videos online — events and activities such as
farm dinners and fundraising brunches continue to sell out.  In addition, the organization’s day and
overnight camps and field trips give young people farm experiences they can’t get anywhere else.

Like any nonprofit, Angelic Organics Learning Center struggles with consistent funding sources. In
different years, one program may receive more support than another, with that reversed the
following year. Diverse programs serving diverse audiences make it challenging to communicate
about the work cohesively so that people understand the depth and breadth and want to support the
organization as a whole.

RESPONSE:
The organization recently finalized a new strategic plan that underscores the continuity of its work.
Building upon the original vision and guiding principles, a new mission statement and aligned strategy
will support cohesive communications and efforts to get more broad-based support. This will help all
the programs prosper in the work to grow sustainable food systems through food justice, food access
and food education.

M E E T I N G  T H E  C H A L L E N G E S

Established over 20 years ago, Angelic Organics Learning
Center fosters a vibrant local food economy. Today it
works to increase access to healthy food and provide
educational experiences that help children and adults
make essential connections to food, farming and the
environment. Through field trips, summer camps, farm
stays, urban agriculture programming, a farmer training
alliance, and a sustainable farmer training program, Angelic
Organics Learning Center reaches over 5,000 people
annually.

O V E R V I E W

The EL4IL partners selected this program because it
effectively reaches a wide variety of people, focusing on
agricultural education programs for all ages. 
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https://www.learngrowconnect.org/


INSPIRING TRANSFORMATION
New farmers are turning their dreams into realities. As a farmer's daughter, Jannette loved growing plants but
lacked the knowledge and confidence to take her garden to a higher level. She started the Stateline Farm
BeginningsⓇ program in 2019 with a half-acre of land. Connections with farmer presenters, agricultural
professionals, and her course cohort gave Jannette the self-confidence and expertise she needed to start her
enterprise.

Children and adults connect with the land and animals and see the role humans can play in creating a
sustainable local food system. 

Urban communities increase their capacity to access local food by growing it themselves. 

Community members experience the joy of eating locally.

When an approach is working in one program, try to apply
it to other programs.
“We rely heavily on partnerships. Historically they’ve been
with other farm organizations and very regional in focus, and
especially in farmer training. Our urban Roots & Wings
program was also born of partnerships, and continues to
benefit from broad support because of that, including shared
resources like office space. For our education programming,
we’ve been more isolated and so we are beginning to build
those partnerships out. The Environmental Education
Association of Illinois is a great place for us to connect on
that level.”
—Jackie de Batista, Executive Director of Angelic Organics
Learning Center 

When a program isn’t as effective as it could be, figure out
why and change it.  

LEARNING ALONG THE WAY

“Just wanted to let you know
how much I am enjoying my

CSA. The vegetables are
beautiful and delicious. It's

also an education for me to try
vegetables that are new to

me. One of my favorite parts is
opening the bag. A wonderful
aroma of freshness emanates

from it. M-m-m-m.” 
—Roots & Wings CSA

Subscriber 

Angelic Organics Learning Center 
1545 Rockton Rd.

Caledonia, IL 61011 

https://www.learngrowconnect.org
Facebook: AngelicOrganicsLearningCenter/

Instagram: angelicorganicslearningcenter
LinkedIn: Angelic Organics Learning Center

During the pandemic, the organization's farmer training department needed to move the 11-week
course online. Recognizing that in the past, sometimes as many as 50 percent of participants wouldn't
complete the required business plan at the end, they looked at how to remake the program in a way
that would set up more beginning farmers for success. By dividing the program into two sections,
farmers could detail their personal goals and mission, decide what type of farm they wanted and do
basic math to test feasibility. Over the summer, they then worked with a mentor farmer. Back online in
the fall, they wrote their business plan. The revamp succeeded because now participants had more
practical experience from which to draw. In addition, having the program online has attracted more
diverse participants from across the United States.

Celebrate successes. 
“By mandate, we had to close our on-farm programs during the pandemic. We rely on that income to
bring in support staff. As we’re getting back to full speed, we’re thrilled to be back and to have
overnight camps again. When we opened, our registration filled immediately. That’s never happened
before. Parents and kids are excited.” —Batista
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CHAPTER 4
BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS TO
ADVANCE ENVIRONMENTAL
LITERACY

Equitable environmental literacy can be achieved by leveraging diverse learning
environments and educational approaches and the sharing of resources. Because everyone
learns differently, diversifying educational experiences and contexts and building
connections can help educators better address the needs of all learners. Not all educators
can provide a full variety of experiences and content on their own; therefore, it is
recommended that partnerships be formed and utilized between formal and non-formal
educators and across geographies, cultures, and areas of expertise. When it comes to the
seven Key Tenets of environmental literacy, some educators or organizations may be able
to provide more support and instruction for some tenets, and less for others. Partnerships
can allow educators to leverage the expertise of others instead of needing to become
experts in every tenet themselves.
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KEY TENETS OF ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY
UNDERSTANDING OF COMMUNITY

AWARENESS OF THE ENVIRONMENT

CONNECTION TO THE ENVIRONMENT

UNDERSTANDING OF ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT FOCUSED ON ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION

ACCESS TO CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION AND AN UNDERSTANDING
OF CLIMATE SCIENCE

UNDERSTANDING OF SUSTAINABILITY, ADAPTABILITY AND RESILIENCE

1.Partnerships and their Purposes
Partnerships are relationships built between two or more entities with similar missions or
goals that allow for a sharing of resources and expertise to mutually benefit both entities.
Partnerships in education allow for the sharing of assets and knowledge, lessening the
burden on educators. They bring a diversification of learning experiences for students and
program participants, creating greater opportunity for all learners to connect with lessons.
Partnerships also allow for the sharing of perspectives and building connections among
people and with the environment.
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Illinois is home to many distinct ecosystems from prairies to forests to rivers and the grand
Lake Michigan shore each with a unique story that connects to environmental literacy. With
27 million acres of agricultural lands, national forests and forest preserves, as well as large
metropolitan areas, the state maintains a variety of land uses that demonstrate the
inextricable relationship between human and the non-human. The more than 12.5 million
people that call Illinois home represent diverse cultures, communities, and traditions.
Partnerships create an opportunity to connect learners to the diversity of information and
experiences the state has to offer. Environmental literacy can be enhanced from these
connections. Not only should learners understand their immediate environment and
personal relationship with the land, but also how their location, perspectives, and
relationships with the land are part of a larger system and story.

2. Benefits of Partnerships

Provide a variety of learning settings

Provide a variety of learning approaches to better meet the needs of diverse
learning styles

Amplify and achieve mutual missions and goals

Allow for the sharing of assets like financial resources, time, expertise, and
access

Build connections between people, across different cultures, traditions,
beliefs, and ages/generations

Build connections between human and non-human nature, across
geographies and ecosystems



3. Examples of Partnerships

A high school invites speakers (a local scientist, a farmer, an environmental justice
organizer, and an environmental policy advocate) to talk with students about various
career paths related to the environment; speakers are allowed to share flyers or
information about upcoming programs that may be relevant to students and their
families.

Middle school teachers partner with sustainable food organizations in urban and rural
areas for a lesson on food sources and the effects of climate change on farmers; the
organization is allowed to share promotional flyers on programs and events that
students and their families might benefit from.

An elementary school teacher partners with the local park district to plan a field trip
to a nearby park or invites staff to explore the area around the school itself.
Students look for signs of birds, mammals, and bugs, as well as investigating trees,
lawns and plants; the local park district has increased attendance for their
programming and can share information about other public events and
opportunities.

A nature museum partners with a local house of worship. Together they plan an
event that focuses on nature and cultural traditions. This event is an opportunity for a
multigenerational exchange that emphasizes the important role nature plays in
human culture.
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"I still remember attending
Outdoor School when I was in
grade school. I ate outside. I
saw the white bark on a
sycamore and explored the
things living under a dead log.
My kids have now gone
through the program, and I was
able to teach them. People
here know it and remember it." 
-- Lara Danzl, Environmental
Education Supervisor and
Volunteer Coordinator,
Vermilion County Conservation
District

OUTDOOR SCHOOL
PROGRAM

CASE STUDY

School budgets have become increasingly tight, making it difficult to pay for extras, including the
necessary transportation to get to Outdoor School.

RESPONSE:
The VCCD’s budget covers the salaries for two full-time and two part-time educators and pays for park
and facility maintenance at the two Outdoor School locations. Three other organizations, the Vermilion
County Conservation Foundation, the local chapter of Pheasants Forever, and the local Middlefork
Audubon Society, split the cost of printing the program's workbook. As a result, the program is free for
schools in the county, and out-of-county schools only pay $6 per child for all four days, including the
workbook. So far, schools have continued to budget for transportation costs. If this becomes an issue,
field trip grants have been identified to cover the expenses. 

"From picture day to early dismissals, school assemblies to state testing, scheduling is challenging.
Everyone wants to come in October and May, and it's a juggling act to find dates that work for every
school during the 16 weeks we offer the program."

RESPONSE:
Schools have the flexibility to choose whether to send fourth or fifth-grade students, and they request
the date they want. They must register by a specific date, and if multiple schools compete for the same
week, a lottery system decides. The overriding goal is to ensure all schools can participate, so weeks
may be added to accommodate tight schedules.

Offering the program in fall and spring, weather can sometimes be a challenge, with snowfall or
frozen ground making it harder to observe the plants and animals in the natural world.

RESPONSE:
A challenge often presents an opportunity. A snowy day may reveal squirrel tracks. Frozen ground
invites questions about hibernation. A quiet and cold forest offers a different experience from one full
of birdsong. 

M E E T I N G  T H E  C H A L L E N G E S

Outdoor School has been a cornerstone of the Vermilion
County Conservation District's (VCCD) efforts to educate
its citizens for nearly a half-century and counting. Through
exploration and observation, the program invites the
county's fourth and fifth graders to spend four school days
each year at either Forest Glen Preserve or Kennekuk
County Park, learning about the plants and animals in the
forest, water and prairie. Every public and private school in
the county participates. To date, an estimated 75,000
students have benefited from the Outdoor School
experience, awakening their skills of observing, conserving
and sustaining the natural world.

O V E R V I E W

The EL4IL partners selected this program because it
illustrates how partnerships between formal and non-formal
educational institutions can advance environmental literacy.

WWW.EEAI.NET
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"We tell the students that the people of Vermilion County pay tax dollars to support
the parks, and that these parks are theirs. They don’t belong to the Governor or the
President. They belong to you. Come back and visit."

INSPIRING TRANSFORMATION
Students awaken to the possibility of careers in environmental education and the sciences to
help make the world a healthier place to live

Hire the right people. School district partners value the
expertise and high-quality instruction of the Outdoor
School's environmental educators who must have a
minimum of a four-year college degree in such areas as
biology, science, or natural resources. 
Strong relationships make the difference. What began
as a pilot, over time, achieved 100% participation thanks
to strong and consistent outreach and communication.
Eventually, schools automatically put the program into
their transportation budget, considering it a part of the
curriculum rather than a field trip. VCCD’s educators
also visit school classrooms in the winter months to
give instruction. This further strengthens relationships,
resulting in all the VCCD’s programming becoming
familiar and sought-after.
Start with a strong curriculum and then adapt.
Designed to be cumulative and including homework
pages, the 42-page workbook has five units: forest,
wetlands, prairies, natural resources and conservation.
Although much the same as when the program began,
to ensure its ongoing relevancy, VCCD staff members
review the resource and make changes every two
years, such as incorporating Next Generation Science
Standards. 
Set boundaries but ask the students' everyday
teachers to handle disruptive behavior. 
Don't underestimate the power of five minutes of
silence. At first, students struggle to stand still, but
after a few minutes, they settle in. 

LEARNING ALONG THE WAY

"Each day builds on the last. If I show them a
sycamore tree on Monday, they identify them
for me by Thursday. We don't scratch the
surface; we saturate them with this program.
By day four, a student nervous about hiking
and afraid of a spider will be holding it in their
hand."

" We love to show kids that the outdoors is
not dirty, scary or yucky. Instead, it's
fascinating."

"Listen, look at colors, watch the trees sway. Show them how the forest is not only a giant
jungle gym, not only a place to find wonderful plants and animals, but also a place to come and
breathe, relax, and get away from it all. Whether in a park or just stepping outside, it's a place
to take care of your mental health." 

The program supports responsible stewardship and citizenship, demonstrating that humans do
not exist separately from their environment; instead, everything is connected.

Students retain information critical to human survival, like the cycle of rainwater becoming tap
water. 
Since 1972, the program has helped the county’s future leaders feel ownership over their parks
and an appreciation for what lives in their backyards. Perhaps that’s why the county sees very
little vandalism or litter in its parks. 

Vermilion County Conservation
District-Headquarters

22296-A Henning Road
Danville, IL  61834

https://vccd.org
Facebook: VermilionCoConservationDist/
Instagram: vermilionctyconservationdist/
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Contact
Visit the Illinois EPA Environmental Education website by
clicking the Learn More Tab. 

For more information regarding these programs and events, contact Kristi Morris at
Kristi.Morris@illinois.gov

FURTHER LEARNING

The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Environmental Education offers
multiple events and programs to support environmental literacy and education. Illinois EPA
believes it is important to foster environmental stewardship at a young age so that children
can bring that awareness into adulthood.

 Illinois Environmental Protection Agency’s
Office of Environmental Education

The annual Poster, Poetry, & Prose Contest invites Illinois
5th and 6th grade students to submit posters or written
works related to each year’s environmentally focused
theme. Teachers and classrooms can implement a
curriculum unit related to the theme to get students
acquainted with the environmental issue or topic before
creating their work to submit. The contest is generally
announced in late fall with submissions due in the
beginning of February each year. 
The annual Dive In! event which travels throughout Illinois
each fall to teach grade school students 
about the importance of protecting and 

conserving our natural resources. Presenters combine education with
entertainment to teach students about environmental topics through active
learning discussions and games.
Illinois EPA partners with the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign’s
Office for Mathematics, Science, and Technology Education to create new
science curricula for 5th and 6th grade educators. The units are freely
available online and follow a storyline model aligned to Next Generation
Science Standards for classroom use and are suitable for informal
education as well.

LEARN
MORE
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Reciprocity and equity

01 Partnerships should benefit and respect the needs of all participants.
Partners with more privilege and resources should consider how to
partner to support those without this access.

Communication

02 Partnerships function best when good and regular communication
is established. Communication is also culturally dependent, so
there must be a clear understanding on how different groups
communicate or what forms of communication are valued.

Clearly defined goals and roles

03 Partnerships may begin with exploratory conversations, brainstorming and
visioning, but should settle on a shared goal or aim and clearly defined
roles for all partners involved. Defining expectations, timelines, and long
and short-term steps can help with achieving shared goals.

4. Building and Maintaining Successful Partnerships
Successful partnerships require investment, communication, and time. This list of goals can
build and maintain strong partnerships:

Opportunities for feedback

04 Partnerships should schedule and prioritize check-ins for feedback and
reflection.
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CHAPTER 5
EVALUATION OF
ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY

NAAEE (2011) points out that environmental literacy exists and grows on a spectrum. The
cognitive (knowledge and skills), affective, and behavioral components are interactive and
develop along a continuum over time. Individuals can not be defined as either
environmentally literate or illiterate because it is a life-long learning process. As educators
work to increase environmental literacy by implementing environmental education into their
respective settings, it will be necessary for them to assess and evaluate their learners’
progress. This can be a complicated process; however, following a set of specific
standards and recommendations can assist educators in being consistent and accurate.
This chapter provides some examples and resources.

If educators are seeking a breakdown of how best to evaluate students and program
effectiveness by age range of the students, the NAAEE Guidelines for Excellence (2019)
are a valuable resource.
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 What to Evaluate1.
Identifying what needs to be evaluated is the first step in any evaluation. Elaborating
on the Key Tenets of Environmental Literacy mentioned in Chapter 1 will provide some
insight into the myriad directions educators can take to determine what steps are
next.

UNDERSTANDING OF COMMUNITY1

AWARENESS OF THE ENVIRONMENT2

Demonstrating an understanding of past and present environmental
conditions in a community can include how residents connect with and utilize
the local environment, as well as their access to and changes in access to
natural resources.

A person’s local environment may be very different depending on the area of
Illinois in which one is located. It is essential to have an awareness of what
makes up your environment: the people, built environment, the wildlife, plants,
waterways, land, and air. This awareness is what fosters curiosity and allows
for effective learning and a deeper understanding of those local systems.
CONNECTION TO THE ENVIRONMENT3
Whether it comes from days spent on a river as a child, exploring tree roots in
your yard, sitting on a porch and watching the sun set, or an understanding of
the essential elements the environment provides us for sustaining life, a
general appreciation of the local environment is a key element of
environmental literacy.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/19I4SJUT_fooJDw_Cok3lSn4FWQEifSV2O1NpBmD_LYI/edit#heading=h.q6a7ocxgbfu7


UNDERSTANDING OF ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE4

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT FOCUSED ON ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION5

ACCESS TO CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION AND AN UNDERSTANDING OF
CLIMATE SCIENCE

6

UNDERSTANDING OF SUSTAINABILITY, ADAPTABILITY AND RESILIENCE7

The environment is not the same for all people in this country. The US has a
long history of racism and exclusion, and its legacy of environmental racism
has meant that some communities (including low-income and communities of
color) are bearing the brunt of this country’s environmental problems and
pollution. An understanding of the roots of and the current environmental
injustices that are happening to people in Illinois is critical in breaking down
the barriers to creating a just environment for all of Illinois.

Self-efficacy and an acknowledgement that one’s voice and actions matter
help an individual move from knowledge to responsible environmental action.
Being civically engaged in environmental action, especially when done in the
middle-youth ages, can provide the necessary skills, knowledge, and
motivation to take responsible environmental action in the future.

Climate science education can lead to climate literacy which includes a basic
understanding of the climate system, including the natural and human-caused
factors that affect it; awareness of the fundamental relationship between
climate and human life; and the many ways in which climate has always
played a role in human health. These basic understandings are essential to
being able to take responsible action on climate-related issues.

Creating an environmentally just and sustainable Illinois calls for an
understanding of one's role in community sustainability initiatives,
adaptability, and community resilience. Baseline knowledge of what these
concepts mean, community implementation, and individual responsibilities
toward these goals are critical.
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2. How to Evaluate
When evaluating environmental literacy, educators will likely employ both formative
and summative assessment methods. Evaluation methods will vary depending on the
educational context and the age of the learners being evaluated. For emergent
bilinguals or non-native English speakers, evaluation instruments should be translated
into native languages, especially when content-specific vocabulary is used. 

EVALUATING NATURE
CONNECTEDNESS -
A RESOURCE FROM
NAAEE

The Practitioner's Guide to Assessing Connection
to Nature is a clearinghouse of resources and
information on how to evaluate this component of
environmental literacy. The guide is designed to
help guide educators, organizations and
researchers select the best tool available for their
specific needs and understand how to utilize that
tool. Eleven evaluation tools are included for easy
use.

https://naaee.org/eepro/blog/practitioner-guide-assessing-connection


Summarize lessons or concepts in two sentences
Complete questionnaires
Journal
Make observations
Tell stories, give presentations, or create drawings to demonstrate their
understanding of concepts

Mid-term tests
Short quizzes
Final projects/papers

Formative assessments “monitor student learning to provide ongoing feedback that
can be used by instructors to improve their teaching and by students to improve their
learning” (Eberly Center, n.d.). Formative evaluation can help educators understand
where learners are starting from and how they are taking in new information.
Examples of formative evaluation that could be used in formal or non-formal
education settings include asking learners to:

For early childhood learners, formative assessments may need to look a bit different.
Behavioral checklists or observations, as well as image- or icon-related assessments
can be effective evaluation methods.

Summative assessments “evaluate student learning at the end of an instructional unit
by comparing it against some standard or benchmark” (Eberly Center, n.d.). Examples
of summative evaluations in include:

3. Resources to Help with Evaluation

The website My Environmental Education
Evaluation Resource Assistant (MEERA) 
 provides a suite of reputable guidance on
environmental education evaluation and how
to prepare these evaluations.
The North American Association for
Environmental Education EEVal website is an
immense clearinghouse for assessment and
evaluation tools, resources, and strategies.
The site focuses on Culturally Responsive
and Equitable Evaluation (CREE).
Working in partnership with local
organizations and institutions can help
educators access assistance with evaluation.
Examples include:

Connecting with local universities to build
partnerships with students and
professors who have expertise in
evaluation and are looking for experience
Identifying evaluation experts and hiring a
consultant, if resources allow, to aid in
evaluation.

Evaluation is often difficult to implement in
educational settings for those constrained by
time and financial resources. We recommend
the following resources and opportunities:
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Understanding how environmental education helps the students of Illinois
reach their full potential, the Environmental Education Association of Illinois
(EEAI) maintains a vital network of leaders supporting professional
development for educators throughout the state. By setting the standard
and advancing quality environmental education, the EEAI is a leader in
increasing environmental literacy in coordination with national education
curriculum mandates. The results change our communities for the better,
fostering connection, growth, equity, and stewardship now and into the
future.

WWW.EEAI.NET

The EL4IL partners selected this program because of its longstanding relevance and adaptability in
connecting Illinois students to each other and the world around them through environmental education. 

OVERVIEW

The context for environmental education continually shifts as it relates to
public education’s evolving frameworks, policies and curriculum. 

MEETING THE CHALLENGES

ENVIRONMENT
EDUCATION OF
ILLINOIS
CASE STUDY

"You always need forward-
thinking people who see what's
coming. Environmental education
has found its place as a more
professionalized outreach effort.
Research validates our work. We
can improve test scores. We can
make learning more fun. Now we
continue to adapt to next-
generation standards, and to
increase social equity and
diversity." 
—Sarah Livesay, former projects
coordinator consultant for EEAI
and current director of Grand
Prairie Friends Land Trust 

RESPONSE: 
Capitalizing on many facets of environmental education, from recreation to science to improving
mental and physical health, EEAI continually adapts to remain relevant to educators and
administrators while advancing their skills in service to Illinois’ children and communities.

“In the late 1990s, some environmental educators jumped on the transition to align with
formal education standards, while others hesitated for fear of losing the organic culture of
our work. With much work and thoughtful alignment, both goals were ultimately achieved.”

—Livesay

 
“Educators are beyond overwhelmed, strapped for time to cover the requirements in their

classes, whether it’s from standards or from other health and wellness issues with
students they reach every day. EE needs to fit seamlessly into what they are already doing

and not be another requirement” 
—Abbie Enlund, EEAI Executive Director

RESPONSE: 
Bringing environmental education to teachers with strategies that are approachable and easy to
implement is critical. Keeping environmental education accessible requires incorporating it into
work teachers are already doing, with available curriculum and the potential for cross-
disciplinary partnerships. For example, the Rise Challenge Illinois project is a collaboration
between EEAI, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) Region 5, Earth Force, and the Association of State Floodplain Managers
(ASFPM) Foundation to support fifth through 10th graders in learning how they can strengthen
their communities through natural disaster mitigation.
While demonstrating the importance of legislation and funding supporting environmental

education, EEAI must also serve very different needs across the state. 

RESPONSE: 
The organization raises awareness among policymakers and makes networking a key priority
so that educators know what’s happening in other parts of the state. Many excellent
professional development resources exist in Chicago, where the bulk of the population lives,
but may not translate to other, more rural, parts of the state. Recognizing this, EEAI offers
teacher resources across five regions with local facilities and partnerships that make it
easier for educators to engage. 
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Environmental Education Association
of Illinois

Anita Purves Nature Center
1505 N. Broadway
Urbana, IL 61801

EEAssociationIllinois@gmail.com
https://www.eeai.net 

Facebook: EnvironEdofIL
https://www.eeai.net/contact-us.html

 

1

2

LEARNING ALONG THE WAY

INSPIRING TRANSFORMATION

"When we present workshops, if we bring in Project Learning Tree, Rise Challenge or Earth Force,
we have to present the information in an open-ended way, providing networking opportunities with
colleagues so educators can find support and think creatively about how they can envision using
the resource.” —Enlund

As a statewide professional development provider, EEAI has to know the dynamics that surround
educators. If we’re supporting non-formal organizations in building equitable, sustainable partnerships
with classrooms and teachers, we must understand the restrictions and requirements, what content
can be shared, what platforms can be used. In the same way, Chicago and Carbondale public schools
have very different resources and outdoor spaces. While Cook County has hundreds of acres of parks,
teachers can’t always get their students there. Equitably planning and working for environmental
literacy statewide requires adapting to meet a diversity of needs and contexts.

Understand the needs of educators and how different places change the work.

Often non-formal environmental educators work in silos around the state, as sole naturalists, or
educators leading programs on their own. The EEAI creates pathways and opportunities for these
practitioners to connect and learn with others working in the field.

Maintaining a strong network throughout the state requires more than resource sharing and
professional development.

More students are taking the
initiative to engage with
environmental issues in their
communities. For example, a
high school class in Chicago
researched why basement
homes around the school
were flooding. Talking to
policymakers and planners,
they found answers. Armed
with knowledge, they hosted
educational events to let
residents know about rain
barrels as a solution.

More partnerships expand
expertise. By elevating
voices and knowledge, like
that of the Illinois Green
Alliance, EEAI advances and
spreads the word about
programs like their Illinois
Green Schools Project. In
addition to deepening the
EEAI network, these kinds of
collaborations create more
space for sustainability work
that benefits students both in
their physical environment
and educationally now and
into the future.

"My sixth-grade science teacher was extremely passionate about environmental issues. This teacher
implanted the idea of caring about something bigger than ourselves. His hands-on teaching, the
resources he shared, his passion and excitement for science was contagious. From then on, I wanted to
go into the environmental field. It's why I do what I do. I want to ensure other teachers have the
resources and opportunities to create these kinds of experiences and build passion for the environment
in the next generation of students." —Enlund
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CHAPTER 6
RESOURCES

Resources Overview
Resources assist with the creation and implementation of environmental education
programs across a spectrum of formal and non-formal education institutions in Illinois.
Virtual materials, informational web links, curriculums, and services (presenters, access to
natural areas and more) all provide pathways to supporting Environmental Literacy in
Illinois.
 
This resource list includes information on environmental justice organizations from across
the state, purposefully connecting environmental awareness of nature, justice, and equity
to produce a more holistic vision for environmental literacy. Inclusion of environmental
justice and relevant environmental education resources is integral to increasing
environmental awareness and literacy. Access to relevant resources and environmental
justice awareness programs provides educators the tools they will need to empower
Illinois learners to address environmental problems and act effectively as environmentally
literate citizens. 
 
To view the complete list of EL4IL Resources, please visit the EL4IL Resources Website. 
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APPENDIX A
TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

A
Ableism - This can refer to either individual or institutional actions and language that
disadvantage or disempower people with disabilities, people experiencing disabilities, or
disabled people. Ableism includes mental, physical, and emotional disabilities. (Avarna
Group)

Accessibility - The extent to which a facility is readily approachable and usable by
individuals with physical disabilities, such as self-opening doors, elevators for upper levels,
or raised lettering on signs. Also the term refers to being admitted to programs and
activities and having the right to enter institutions, such as colleges and universities.
(University of Washington Tacoma’s Diversity Resource Center)

Agricultural Education - Teaches students about agriculture, food and natural resources

Assessment - Assessment is the systematic collection, review, and use of information
about educational programs undertaken for the purpose of improving student learning and
development. (Assessment Essentials: planning, implementing, and improving assessment
in higher education by Palomba and Banta 1999)

B
Bias - A positive or negative inclination toward a person, group, or community. This can
lead to stereotyping. (Thiederman, S. “Making diversity work: Seven steps for defeating
Bias in the workplace”)

BIPOC - The acronym stands for "Black, Indigenous, and People of Color" and is
pronounced "by-pock," rather than saying each letter individually. This updates the term
“People of Color” and its acronym “POC”, which has been criticized as erasing Black and
Indigenous lives and experiences. The “B” in BIPOC stands for “Black” and refers to people
who have African or Caribbean ancestry. Its addition highlights the specific forms of racism
and oppression that Black Americans face. The “I” in the acronym stands for “Indigenous”
and refers to groups native to the Americas who were here before colonization by
Europeans. Its addition refers to the discrimination and mistreatment that Indigenous
people have endured and continue to endure from official policies and practices, as well as
erasure of their culture and identity. The “POC” in the acronym stands for “People of Color”
and is used as an umbrella term to refer to non-White individuals, including but not limited
to those who hold Asian, Middle Eastern, Indian, and Pacific Island heritage, who often face
discrimination. (Oregon State University Extension Outdoor School)
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C
Civic Action - Participation in activities such as volunteering, or service-learning to help
better the community (Youth.gov)

Climate Justice - A term that acknowledges that climate change can have differing social,
economic, public health, and other adverse impacts on underprivileged populations.
Advocates for climate justice are striving to have these inequities addressed head-on
through long-term mitigation and adaptation strategies. (Yale Climate Connections July 29,
2020)

Communities of Color - Identity-based communities that hold a primary racial identity that
describes shared racial characteristics among community members. The term aims to
define characteristics of the community that its members share (such as being African
American) that supports self-definition by community members, and that typically denotes
a shared history and current/historic experiences of racism. The community may or may not
also be a geographic community. Given that race is a socially-defined construct, the
definitions of these communities are dynamic and evolve across time. Communities of
Color include Native Americans, Latinx, Asians and Pacific Islanders (which can be further
disaggregated according to local preferences), African Americans, African immigrants and
refugees, Middle Easterners, and Slavic communities. (Law Insider) 

Community - A social group whose members have something in common, such as a shared
government, geographic location, culture, or heritage  

Community Resilience - The sustained ability of communities to withstand, adapt to, and
recover from adversity

Cultural Appreciation - When someone seeks to understand and learn about another
culture in an effort to broaden their perspective and connect with others cross-culturally

Cultural Appropriation - Theft of cultural elements—including symbols, art, language,
music, customs, etc.—for one’s own use, commodification, or profit, often without
understanding, acknowledgement, or respect for its value in the original culture. Results
from the assumption of a dominant (i.e. White) culture’s right to take other cultural
elements. (Colours of Resistance Archive, “Cultural Appropriation”)

Cultural Relevancy - Effectively reaching and engaging communities and their youth in a
manner that is consistent with the cultural context and values of that community, while
effectively addressing the disparities in diversity and inclusion within an organization’s
entire structure. (Youth Outside Definitions (2020) retrieved from:
https://youthoutside.org/programs/cultural-relevancy-series/)

Culturally Responsive & Equitable Evaluation (CREE) - An approach that requires
integrating diversity, inclusion, and equity principles into every layer of the evaluation
process. CREE advances equity by informing strategy, program improvement, decision
making, policy formation, and change. (Adapted from Tanisha Tate Woodson)

Conservation - A political, environmental, and social movement that seeks to manage and
protect natural resources including plants, animals, and their habitats for the future (also
known as nature conservation)

Culture - A set of ideas, customs, traditions, beliefs, and practices shared by a group of
people that is constantly changing, in subtle and major ways (Avarna Group)
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D
Disability - A mental or physical difference that limits a person in everyday activities.
Increasingly, disability is being discussed as a social construct, meaning that physical and
mental norms are arbitrary from which we then determine what is different or what is a
disability. (The Avarna Group)

Discrimination -Is the unfair or prejudicial treatment of people and groups based on
characteristics such as race, gender, age or sexual orientation. For many people,
discrimination is an everyday reality. (The American Psychological Association)

Diversity - The differences among us based on which we experience systemic advantages
or encounter systemic barriers in access to opportunities and resources. Race and
ethnicity is not the only way in which we are diverse as a group. There are countless visible
and invisible facets of diversity. Furthermore, a person cannot be “diverse” (as in “diverse
candidate”). Diversity is the outcome of inclusion and equity efforts. (Avarna Group)

Dominant Culture/ Dominant Narrative - In a diverse society, the culture that has social,
economic, and political power. (Oregon State University Social Justice Education Initiative
(2017). https://facultyaffairs.oregonstate.edu/sjei)

E
Educator - Anyone providing learning and instruction

Environmental Literacy - An individual’s understanding, skills and motivation to make
responsible decisions that consider their relationships to natural systems, communities and
future generations

Equity / Equitable - An approach based in fairness to ensuring that everyone has access to
the same opportunities and resources. In practice, it ensures that everyone is given equal
opportunity to thrive; this means that resources may be divided and shared unequally to
make sure that each person can access an opportunity. Equity is therefore not the same
thing as equality. Equity takes into account that people have different access to resources
because of systems of oppression and privilege. Equity seeks to balance that disparity.
(Avarna Group)

F
Formal Education - Structured learning environments with standards and trained/certified
educators at all levels of learning (Pre-K to University)

Formal Educator (also see “Teacher”) - Educators in formal education settings, like
classrooms, who are bound by State and/or Federal teaching standards

I
Inclusion - Embracing, leveraging, and celebrating the strengths of our diversity, and
Ensuring that everyone feels welcomed and valued for who they are. Inclusion is not merely
tolerating differences or overcoming differences to focus on “our common humanity.”
Diversity is what we are, and inclusion is what we do. (The Avarna Group) 
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Intersectionality - A term coined by feminist legal scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw,
intersectionality originally was created to account for the ways in which black women
experience both racism and sexism. The term has now expanded to account for the ways
that an individual can experience multiple forms of oppression based on multiple
marginalized identities. A salient quote on intersectionality is Audre Lorde’s statement
“There is no such thing as a single-issue struggle because we do not live single-issue
lives.” (Avarna Group)

J
JEDIA - Justice, Equity, Diversity, Inclusion and Accessibility

Justice - Simply put, this is about what’s right. It’s about ensuring that people are treated
fairly and have access to the same opportunities regardless of where they were born, what
skin they were born in, or what they look like. Justice is a product of creating a diverse,
inclusive, and equitable society. (Oregon State University Extension Service Outdoor
School)

L
Learner - Anyone learning or being taught at any age, whether it be in a formal or non-
formal education setting

Lived Experiences - Personal knowledge about the world gained through direct, first-hand
involvement in everyday events, rather than through representations constructed by other
people. It may also refer to knowledge of people gained from direct face-to-face
interaction rather than through a technological medium (Oxford Reference).

M
Marginalized Communities - Groups of people who face systemic disadvantages,
exclusion, and barriers to opportunities, resources and power based on their identities;
including but not limited to Black, Indigenous, and People of Color, immigrants, refugees,
undocumented Americans, people with disabilities, women, anybody who identifies outside
or beyond the gender binary or not as cisgender, anybody who is not heterosexual, poor
and/or low income communities. (Avarna Group)

N
Non-Formal Education - Organizations or sites that may have educational programming that
is not bound by State of Federal standards. In Illinois these may include afterschool
programs, job programs, youth development programs, recreation programs, family
learning programs, etc., and may be held in places like nature centers, parks, preserves,
museums, houses of worship, etc. Sometimes referred to as in-formal educators/education

Non-Formal Educator - Educators who are not bound to State or Federal teaching
standards and do not teach in traditional classrooms. Sometimes referred to as in-formal
educators/education
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O
Outdoor Education / Outdoor Learning - Experiential learning in, for, or about the outdoors.
Sometimes used broadly to refer to a range of organized activities that take place in a
variety of ways in predominantly outdoor environments. (Ford, P. M., ERIC Clearinghouse on
Rural Education and Small Schools., & United States. (1986). Outdoor education: Definition
and philosophy. Las Cruces, NM: ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools)

Oppression - When an agent group, whether knowingly or unknowingly, abuses a target
group. This pervasive system is rooted historically and maintained through individual and
institutional/systematic discrimination, personal bias, bigotry, and social prejudice,
resulting in a condition of privilege for the agent group at the expense of the target group
(Social Justice Definitions)

P
Power - Power is unequally distributed globally and in U.S. society; some individuals or
groups wield greater power than others, thereby allowing them greater access and control
over resources. Wealth, whiteness, citizenship, patriarchy, heterosexism, and education
are a few key social mechanisms through which power operates. Although power is often
conceptualized as power over other individuals or groups, other variations are power with
(used in the context of building collective strength) and power within (which references an
individual’s internal strength). Learning to “see” and understand relations of power is vital
to organizing for progressive social change. (Intergroup Resources, “Power”, 2012)

Privilege - The flip-side of oppression, privilege constitutes advantages we receive,
consciously or not consciously, by virtue of one or more of our identities, called “dominant
identities”. These advantages are upheld by systems of power that advantage certain
groups over others, and include ideologies such as racism, sexism, cissexism,
heterosexism, elitism, classism, ableism, nativism, colonialism, ageism, and sizeism
(collectively “the isms”). Privilege is the freedom from stress, anxiety, fear of harm related
to your identity. (Avarna Group)

S
Stewardship - The responsible use and protection of the natural environment through
conservation and sustainable practices to enhance ecosystem resilience and human well-
being (Chapin et. al., 2011)

Student - Learners in a formal education setting, like a classroom

Summative Assessment / Summative Evaluation - A method to evaluate learning at the
end of an instructional unit by comparing it against some standard or benchmark

Sustainability - Meeting our own social, economic, and natural resource needs without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs

Systems of Oppression / Systemic Oppression - Refers to systems of power in society
that advantage certain groups over others, and include ideologies such as racism, sexism,
heterosexism, etc. (collectively “the isms”) (The Avarna Group) 
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Structural Racism/ Systemic Racism - A system in which public policies, institutional
practices, cultural representations, and other norms work in various and often reinforcing
ways to perpetuate racial- group inequity. It identifies dimensions of our history and culture
that have allowed privileges associated with “whiteness” and disadvantages associated
with “color” to endure and adapt over time. Structural racism is not something that a few
people or institutions choose to practice. Instead it has been a feature of the social,
economic and political systems in which we all exist. (The Aspen Institute) 

T
Teacher (also see “Formal educator”) - Educators in formal education settings, like
classrooms, who are bound by State or Federal teaching standards
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